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Abstract
Re._can:tl o\'er the PitSl dccadl.' Uf SU. Iws IlIum.! a new <lpplit:,uinn for nax.!;1] analysis tht:ury
illlJ cspcrimcm;l\inn. 1L invnlvcs nOI\-Jcslruo.:livc cvaIU<lllnn. with Ihl: primary intcnlllf
detecting and "1\:;11ing ~ilrUCIUr;ll f,IUltS /a'H:ks. ~'(\iJs. cU.:,) in stnH.:{UI'CS such as nfr·short:
"il platform, \\'hidl afC \'ulnaahk III F,lIiguc and utl'.!:r [i)(lns fir in<.:onspi, unus damage.
rlli, ,urn.:m fe'COlf " pTllgram was cnnducll:u in an allcmpt hI add In the existing hody 0t
~I",wlcd~c ,111 this suhject. It illuslrates through analytic,ll and c .."perimcmalmmlclling. the
dfeel thaI ,t simulated .:rack has nn the mooal characteristics of a simp\..: Slructur<.:. ie .. a
C;1I1lil<.'I'crplatc.wilh51c\"c1slll'Jalllagc.
rile a~SCSsmCnl ill\"lll'cd uC:lling a finiteekmcm 1l11ll1cl "fthe SlruClure using all il1lcgralcd
~"ftw .. re pack"ge. SDRC - l-DEAS. to ~stim,llc the changes in variuus modal parameters.
<':;tU.~L-U hy a nOlch type er>ld\. Additionally. :t series of tests \\WC o..:arricd uUt using
response mcasurement c4uipment tll exrcriI11l:~rally determim: the effect of the imposed
lll:1\:1.:1. Tllis was ill.:wmplished vi'l measurement uf dynamic rt:sponse. using hotll
iH.:,,;dcrol1ll'lcrs anu str;lin gauy..:s. 'lOd sul!se4uem lcst d;ltil an:!lysis using [·DEAS
Results ohlaincd from h01h ph;lSl:s of :ll1alysis showed that the era,,;k cuuld he dClcl.:tcd.
primarily lhrnugh observatiun lIf reductiun in natural frequency for a number uf modes.
rhc analytical model. in panicular. providcu a u~l'rul teChnique of crack location via
,'hserved inl:onsistencics in thc plots derived from dilT;:rcnces in hoth displacement and
r,llation 1Il0de shapes I'llI' o..:rac/;cd plates. with respect to ;J reference platc. Thc
experimentatiun pcrformcd vcri/ied the analytical results. and prQvided additional insight
imo changes in damping. rcsiduc. and amplitude of dynamic rcspQnse for frequency values
at. ;lItU offsel from those assoeialCu with the natural modes. This latter phenumena proved
10 he very scnsitivc ;Inu correlated well with obscrwd changes in frequency. The
measurement of stmin response also provcd to he a good indicator of crack existence with
major increases in response magnitude. farc.xcer;.'<!ing the corresponding acceleration rcsponse
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The cl'cr incrc:lsing uemand fUT petroleum products has made il necessary IlH tht: \\m!d's
pupuJalion to begin searching under the c<lnh's ocean !lOOTS for what remains or the earth'$
uOlappcd oil rcscn"es. Accomplishment uf this lask has been a true feal of Ilwucrn
engineering. This is due mainly to the fulfilment of the design n:quircmcnls for large
structures. Wilh Ion\; term Jurabilily. which haw neen dcsigncLl. huilt. ilnd ins'<lllcd in the
hars!loccancn\';ronmcnl.
This ocean environment is one of the most severe and challenging loading rcgimc.~ that an
engineer could ewr expect to 1:1CC. This is so. largely hccause of the cydic action lhal is
inhcrem in wave. current and wind loauing. an aclion that imposes on structures. a
continuous series of load revcrsals. This TCsultS in a phenomena known as fatigue. a
condition caused by cyclic loading of significant magnitudc that over time we"kt:ns the
material of the structure, reducing its ability to withstand load. If lhe action continues over
an ..:xtended period of lime. a point is reached where the material ,lctually ruplun:s. thus
initiating a crack. This crack will grow over time, as the load fCversals continue. and may
reach a point where it poses a threat to the integrity of the structure. To design a structure
that can operate in the ocean regime is a challenge at best. To make the structure immune
to ratigue would seem an impossibility or al the very least would make it extremely
expensive and impractical. As a cumpromise the designer has to make the structure sate
ti,r ,til knuwn IlwJing cundiliorui ul" soon leml dUr.ltlvn anti aucmpt 10 make the struclure
St:rviceahk thrnu!!h maintenance and inspection. for its inlcndc<.l life sp:ln. WilhoUl explicit
dcsi~n C(ln.~idcrJtitJn. fali~ue er.lCking is still likely 10 occur at some point in Ihe life t.r a
This lacl h:,s ht.-en wcll drll.:umcnu.:<.1 O\"Cr the years by inSJ'l.OClion ;100 moniltlri~ teams as
well as hy lhe nmny rcsc:IR:l1ers who h.1\\: studied this phenomena. As a resuh. all such
~lnJl:lUrcs must h\: carefully maintained and monitored so lhal in the c\'Cnt of the
de\'chlpmem of a t;nigue crack or any other Uerec\. il Ciln he IllCalcU anu repaireu hl:tOTt
il can impair lhe safely '11' til.... slruclun:.
While tilligu.... is hy Iilr lhe lyre uf Uilm;[ge musl dillicull In cUrIlml. then: arc Olher fonns
hI' Jcl~'l.:l~ nr faults lhat com he \'Cry dan!ll:rous. A concise summar} ut' whal conslitules a
timlt b giwtl in RichanlStIO <Inti i\·lannan (1991) ;IS any \11" Ill< following (ll.'currcnces;
Failurt' of lhe Slructur::al :\Iaterial due to Filligue. f"Or example. cr;lcking.
hreaking. ur uclamination.
I.oosening of Assembled Parts. f'1lr Example loose bolts. rin:15. gluoo
juinlS or wear OUI Ilf p;ms.
:\Ianuracturing [)('rccl5. For example. flaws. \'{lids, or thin spots dUl: 10
..:aslil1g. l1luuluing or ronning operations. Improper assembly of pans.
SlrUeluml integrilY is Ilr UllllOSl illlp0rl:ll1Ce in lhese: types or structures which history tms
shown 10 he lhr from invulnerahle. One major compom:1ll of s<lfclY assurance in this regard
is. <IS <Illuded 10 :lhove. a monitoring systcm 10 <.Iel~t damagc wherever il is :Inti despite
its cause. The ew)lution of sHch systems has led to the development of a rdatiwly new
field \)1' research c'llleJ Non-Destructive Evaluation. whose primary objective is to detect
structural dcfecl~. on-site. with facilities that crtI' bt: located on the structure itself.
This research has resulted in the developmt:nt of several useful techniques that perform
the desired task of detect detection. Somc of the more notable of these techniques include:
Alternating Currem P0lemial Drop (AePD). Radiography (X-R.1Y). Magnetic Particle
Inspection. Eddy Currem and Ultrasound. While each of these techniques has certain
desirable Ic.llures they arc often difficult 10 use under the opcrmin!! conditions of the
structures they arc intended to monitor. In addition they usually require the use of divers.
specially mined to carry out inspections. This is obviously a danger to personnel and a
very undesirable aspect of a monitoring system.
An ideal system should be centrally located on the structure and should not be dependant
Oll the services of divers. It should be operable from a wmputer control centre and should
be able to function automatically with only a periodic inspection of results by trained
personnel. ln an effort to attain this type of system. a new approach has been the focus of
numerous research programs over Ihe past number of years. This approach is the study of
dynamic properties of a system through a technique known as modal analysis. Research to
dale, has shown that in its initial state, a structure has several characte'istic properties or
modal parameters. These include natural frequencies, damping, dynamic amplitude of
displacement. residue and mode shapes. By observing these parameters and noting changes
it is hoped that a technique can be developed that can correlate specific shifts in one or
more of Ihese parameters with Ihe occurrence of structural defecl~. It is hoped thaI such
a system would not onl} be able to identify the existence of a tlefccl. but also indicate its
location and extent. through the measurement of global and local response parameters using
pemlanently attached transducers interacting with a central interpretation centre.
1.1 Scope of Thesis
The main purpose of this course of stutly is 10 conduct a series of experiments on a number
of s1cmli:r cantilever plates with aniFicial cr.lcks of varying degree. All specimens are
considered identical, except for the extent to which they are cracked. It is hoped that
changes in the m;:asured modal paramelf~rs can be correlated to crack dc[)th and in some
way proVide an intlication of crack location. Besides actually determining the crack induced
changes the experimentation will compare results usin~ tWO different lypes of response
transducers. The main experiment wil] be carried out using traditional rm:ans of response
measurement using accelerometers. A subsequent experiment will attempl to use slrain
gauges as response transducers. Results from bOlh typl:S of measurement will be analyzed
indepemlently and compared.
SeCllndary to the experimental ohjective is the development of an analylical model using
Finite clement analysis. This analytical model will provide a basis for comparison with the
c.~perimem result.... and thereby provide reinfort:ement of its findings. It is also 10 be used
as an indicator of the appropriateness of the experimental set·up, highlighting experimental
errors and providing insight into the validity of assumptions used in the development of
such models.
l.10bjectives
Tht: sp~cifil: intents uf this ~s~nrch enn ht= outlined hy the following ohjeeti\'~s:
rll <"!c\'e1op appropriatt: procedurt:s fur cxperim~ntal modal nn,llysis as it
applics to n:spl)n~ rneasurerm:nt using cracked nrKi uncraeked srcnd~r
cantile\"crplarcs.
To identify from leSl results and hy analylical moddling. changes in modal
paramett:rs thm can he directly aUribulahlt: to the ~xistence of a crack.
To correlme th.: treml of ohst:rn:d ch;lng~s with th~ extent of the crack.
To detcrmine if any aspeci of the hchaviour of the specimens or their dynamic
response can be iodie.Hive tlf crack location
To d~terminc if ordinary strain gauges arc appropriate response transducers
in a dynamic test environment and if so. Whether the measurement uf slmin
\\'ould he a useful tool in crack identification.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
The remaining ponion of this thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 reviews some
of the literature published on this topic and aflempts to illustrate what is the current stale
of the an in this realm of research. Chapter 3 contains a review of relevant theory
concerning the IOpics of structural dynamics. modal analysis. and selcrted procedures used
in analysis of experimental results. Chapter 4 diSl:usses Ihe results of the analylie:ll study
condl':'ted as pan of this research. Chapter 5 discusses the experimental results :lad what
was learned from them. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a review of its findings and
comments on some recommendation!> for future Imrk.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
[I h35 bc1;omc increasingly imponant to under-a,loll the phenon1l.:na associalcd with vibration
carly in lhe design ph<lsc of any structure. When the lmcmpi is made to acCOunt tor
dynllmk response and n:SQnnncl: during the design it oflcn eliminates costly c:xperimemation
nnu c\~Jluatjon of problems th:'! may arise after Ihe commissioning of a projecl. Modal
amllysis is particularly imr"rlaln in this phase of a project. [t is also a usdul tool in the
implemcnL.llion of structurnl modification that :lllcmplS 10 modify d structure's dYlIJmic
bt:haviour to n..'tIuce c:<ccssivc or Olher.vise umvantl,.'tI \'ibr:uional characterislics.
In its simplest form the dclinition of modal analysis is simply:
nil: pmceSJ of de/tnll;niIIS rhe d~'naJllic proptrfies of a structure eirher by
....rperimt'morion. mat/lemarical moe/tiling. orlhmuglt a combinalioll ojboth.
and slIbseql/entl.\· rlloractl!ri:Jng thest pmpl!rtil!s i1/ ttnllS oj Iht Sfruct/lrf!'S
modes (If ribrutiOIl.
Modal analysis. an inseparable combination of analytical and experimental t:v:llu;uion. is
a specific category within the broad realm ufstruclUral dynamics. Wbile this is a somewbat
new category. the principles on which it is basco have been Iinnly established for many
years. Early development work on this subject can be attributed in pan to pioneers like
Kennedy and Pancu (1947) whose research on aircraft strucrures led to the development of
accurate techniques lor estimation of natural frequencies and damping. Their work pal'ed
the way lor the dcvclopmem of the modern tcchniques used in modal analysis.
In the 50 ycars that havc transpired since then. the proccsses of modal.~~alysis have b~~n
refined by thc combined effort of the many individuals who have worked in this tield. One
such individual. noted for his work on this subject. is D. J. Ewins, a professor of Vibration
Engineering at Imperial College of Science and Technology, in London. England. His 19S4
book. "--10<11/1 Tt!51;ng: Theory and Pmcrice. is probably the most complete single rr::ference
available on this subject. In this book and among his papers [ie .. Ewins (987)) can be
found invaluable information concerning the proper use of the methods of modal testing and
its associated theory.
Numerous specific applications have been found for the results obtained through the use of
modal analysis. These include the dcvelopmemof modal models of substructure components
that are to be integrated into a structural assembly. This allows prediction of the effeclS of
the addition, on the overall structural properties. Another application is in the area of force
dClenninmion. It is not always possible to measure the applied dynamic force directly bUi
through evaluation of the system's response characteristics an inverse type of analysis can
be perfonned to deduce the force characteristics from the system's physical properties and
its response characteristics. Yet another. is predicting the effecl of struclUral modifications
such as the addition of stiffeners on the dynamic behaviour of a system.
Modification of the theory lIsed for this latter application led 10 thc developmcnt of an
enlirely new application, damage detection, tile focal point of this thesis. Here the
5tructural modification i5 a passive one and the modal analY5is of the structure attempts to
verify the existence of thc defect and detennir'l: its location.
The remaining ronilJll of thi5 chaptcr i5 divided into three 5Cctions. the firsl tliscusses
litcrature pertaining to V:lrious theoretical methods dcveloped for defect detection in
5tructure5. The second t1i5cu55es the results that havc becn obtained by various authors who
have studied this topic using. experimcnf.'ll modal analysis. The third. relates to the
secondary ohjective of this research. applications of strain measurement in modal analysis.
2.1 Theoretical Approaches to Defect Dete<:tion
Many individuals have attcmpted to develop a methodology that would analyze the
vibration of structures with embedded defects. In Petyt (1968) the vibration characteristics
of a simplifit::t1 model of an ain::raft fuselage panel containing a fatigue crack were obtained
using the finite clement displacement method. This was an attempt to derive a theoretical
method for detemlining Ihe vibmtional characteristics of a simplified physical model that
hnd been evaluated experimentally by Clarkson (1965). The model was derived by
substituting a rectangular plate under tensilc load to simulatc the hoop stress of the
fuselage. A crack was centrally locnted and perpendicular to the direction of the applied
load. It ""'3.S found that by using finite elementS the effect of the crack could be accurately
predicled. The results showed that as the length of the crack grew. the frequency of the
fundamental mode of vibration decreased unt,: a point was reached when the free edge of
the crack buckled outoord permanently. at which point the frequency increased.
In a 1.llo:r investigation. Roman Solt:cki of the: University of Conn~'<:ticul. published scveral
papcrs that allcmpted to dcril'c theoretical relationships bwveen the naruml frequencies of
a rectangular platc with crack type delects. In une of his earlier papers. Solecki (1980)
,uppk'mclltcu a previuusly derivev qvariam cxpression for lhe amplitude '01' the:
displacement of homogenous. isotropic. han mic:llly vibrming plates Wilh internal rigid
supports or cracks,
A kw years I:ller, Sokcki (1983) considered the natural flexural vihration of .1 simply
supported rectangular plate with a symmetrically loc<lted crack parallel to one ~'dge. as
shown in Figure 2.1. He analyzed the problcm using finite Fourier transfonnmion of
discontinuous functions. thc unknuwns or which were the discontinuities of the
displacement and the sl()~ ,ICroSS lhe crnck. Conditional equations \\-'ere ubl:lined hy
sntisfying the boundary conditions at the cracks's edge hy differentiating a Fourier scrks
representing a discominuous function. He Ihen obtained the characteristic equation in the
lonn of an infinite dcterminant and used it in comparison with earlier published results.
I
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fiGURE 2.1 . SOLECKt'S PLATE
The resullS obtained shov.'ed that the first t\\'O frequencies were greatly influenced by the
length of the crack and its location on the plate. For dfa "" 0.5 the frequency factor for
mode I dropped by almost 10% as the ratio ella was varied from 0.01 to 0.50. Using the
same range of values the frequency factor for mode 2 fell by 9% for ella'" 0.20 and
rebounded to a 6% drop for el'a,," 0.50. With ella held conslam the ratio dla was varied
from 0.1 to 1, the mode I frequency factor dropped by 18% over this rnnge while the
mode 2 value fen by 44%.
Continuing 10 explore Ihese phenomena. Solecki (1985) expanded his technique to solve fer
an arbitrarily located crack, the first to attempt this complicated problem. U~irlg an
expanded form of the methOl.lology derived for the parallel crack he tested his approach on
a square plate with:1 diagonal crack of varying length (d/a ranged from 0 to 1.4). His
results for the first three natural frequencies showed significant drops in frequency for each
mode. especially mode two, which fell by 72%.
One of the first effons to use a theoretical approacr. to detennine the location of defects
is presented by Stubbs (1990). The author applied a first difference to the homogeneous
equations of motion of an undamaged structure to yield expressions for changes in modal
stiffness in tenos of modal masses, along with changes in modal damping. natural
frequencies and mode shapes. In addition. expressions relaling variations in stiffness of
structural elements to the variations in modal stiffness were generated using matrix
structural analysis. The fonnulation was tested using an Euler-Bemoulli beam and showed
Ihat for the beam, the method accurately indicated the crack location.
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A more recent study is discussc=tl in PaOlJey et al. (1991) that considered thl: etten of
tlamage on two bl.':tm structures. lhl: first. :I simply supponed heam. ard the second. it
c:l.ntil~~r. Her~ Ille author.; attempled to Uevise ;I technique for loc:lling Ilk: point 0(
damage b:-' dose inspt..'Clion ('If the ch;mges in Ihe CU(\';lturc mOtk shapes. 11 was foundtha!
the absolute changes in Ihe curv,ltun: mode shapes arc localized in the region of dama!!C
and lherefore pfU\'ided it useful 1001 for location estima!es. The study \\';lS carria! out using
tinite dement analysis of bear.. dement moods. The damage was simulated by reducing
lhe modulus of e1asticily lor one of the beam dements. Each element "':IS tirs! considered
in turn so as 101l10ve lhe location of the damage and subsequently a singk eli:mem \\,;lS
chosen and a \mirty of Ievc1s of damage \\"dS evaluated. The results showed lhal when
plouing the absolute diffl:rence in curvalure mode 'ihapc bctwe<:n the craded and Uncr.lcl.:ed
specimens. a no!ahle Dc=;lk Ol..'curral in the vil:inity of lhe crack.
In a more dassical approach Richardson and Mannan (1991) deriwd expressions fOf
sensilj\'iIY funclions for mass. sliffness aoo damping in an attemp! 10 show lhat il is
possible 10 detC1:l. locale and quantify strucrural faults by moniloring only frequency and
damping. The Icchnique used !he orthogonalily conditions. for classically damped
stRIctures. 10 derh-e from eSl3blished slrucrural dynamics theory. the following stiffness
sensili"ilyequalion:
{OJ. - dtbl}r [uK] {o, .. ulb,} .. 2{dcbt}'[K] {lb.} ~ {dlbl}f[K]{dttt,1 .: "'I.: - "'n.1
(2.1)
Similarly. lhe damping sensilivity equation:
10, • do,l' [dcll~, • d.,} • 2{d~,}'[cl{~,1 • (do,}'[C](dO,} • 2(r,.. r"j
(2.2)
II
And finally the mass sensitivily equation:
(~.J)
where k = I ... number of modes
For small changes in Ql' the mode shape does nOt change significanlly.
(ie.. {dd:>,} = (OJ) and these equations simplify to
12.-1)
(2.51
(2.61
[I' an example using a 3·DOF slruchJre the author made founeen changes 10 various
stiffness parameters to simulate different fault conditions. The method worked well in
verifying the locations of the various changes.
2,1 Experimental Approaches to Defect Detection
Modal analysis is often an inevitable combination of experiment and theory. The preceding
discussion showed that even authors approaching defect deteclion from a purely analytical
viewpoint often rely on the experiments of others to verify lheir results. The discussion that
follows. illustrates literature that is far more indicative of the [}'pe found in this subject
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area. These are papers that discuss either results oblained from a purely cxperimenlal
approach or the results of a combination of analytical and e.~perimenUlI analysis.
There are two main categories within Ihe realm of experimental annlysis that are dependant
on tile type of structure evaluateU. The first category. generally uses simple structures such
as plates or beams. This type of experiment generally strives to I.levdop fumJamemal
n:l31ionships between modal parameters and strllc{Ural defects or to test theories penaining
to these rdatiul\ships. The primary adv.lmage of this type of experiment is the flexibility
pemlilled in evaluating modal parameters over a wide range of frequency and for a number
of controlled operating conditions. They are conducted in a lab environment with little
possibility of outside interference from eXlernal sources
The second type of e,~perimefll uses either real structures or large scale models of real
str,Jctures. The objective here is generally to discem whether or not derived relationships
and lheories are applicable to real struc{Ures. While the ability to strit:tly control all aspects
of the operating environment is greatly diminished for real structures. this type vf
experimentation remains invaluable, since only a real structure will behave like a real
structure and if this course of research ever ho~:s to develop a functional NUf method it
must be used on a real structure.
13
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2.1.1 Experimentation Using Simple Models
One Ill' the earliest successful attempts tll devdop n relationship between frtquency shift and
cracking in cantilever beams is dcscrihed in Chomlros alKl Dimarogonas (\980). Here the
authors perfurmed a numher of c.~perimcms using hoth fixed-free {cantileven heams as well
<IS fi.~ed-fixed beams with wdiJed end connections. Cracks were devdoped by fiuiguing and
the progress of the reduction in natural frequency as tite crack propagated was monitored.
The rcsult.~ were used to develop nomographs that could be used to determine the crack
depth from the measured frequency drop. The authors went on to proPtJ.~c a method for
implementation of their procedure on real stTUclIlrcs suggcsting the use of local rather than
global modes in Jnspt.'ction tet:hniques. Givt:n the state of ponablc computer technology of
the day this \\lJrk was very advanced in scopt:.
A uniqul: atlempt 10 model the effeCt of cracking on beams is gi\"cn by 1u and Mimovich
(1986) thai exp,tnds un carlier work hy 1u (1982). These aUlhors illustrate how a crack can
be represented as a fracture hinge as shown in Figure 2.2. It is shown th"t Ihe spring
constant is tkpcmlant only on the damage geometry and not on the crack location. In
addition it is illustrated that the changes in frequency c,m be used to locate the defect on
the heam by dctennining the intlection points of modes that had little notable frequency
shift. The results showed that Ihe fracture hinge provided beller results than simpler
,lnalytic assumptions due 10 the action of Ihe crack under cydic loading. The authors
highlighted Ihe errors allributable to the difficulty in modelling a true fixed suppan in
addition to the differences bet\\'een milled "test" cracks and true zero width fatigue cracks.
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Actual Defect Fracture Hinge
Model
FIGURE 2.2 Ju AND MIMOVICH IDEALIZATION
In Mannan and Richardson (1990) additional work was carried out in an attempt (0 develop
a method for detecting and locating cracks from measured modal parameters as derived
from Frequency Response Functions. These authors believed that FRF measurement, along
with subsequent processing, was the superior method of modal parameter estimation. In
support of this argument, they listed the following advantages:
A variety of multi-inputlmulti-output FFT analyzers are commercially
available for making FRF measurements.
A variety of broad band excitation methods can be used, employing low level
random, sine, or transient signals.
Measurement noise can be removed by using frequency domain averaging
methods.
Non-linear motion (distortion) of the structure can be removed by using
random excitation and averaging.
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Accekration re!>ponse~. which arc lypi\-al1y measured. arc ca5ily cnn\"erlccllo
displacement re.qx>nses without approxim,uions.
A \,;uiety of single ant! multiple refen:nce eSlim,uion techniques are available
fm olllaining modal parameters from FRFs.
The cflnlputlliOllil1 method cmployc.--cl. iO\ul\-ecJ using lhe mass. damping. and stilfness
matrices as dclinc..-d for a lightly dampetl structure. These malrices are square and of a
dimension equal to the nUlllhcr of DOFs in the syStem. A.~ such they can bl: computed
from measured data cont;lining all DOFs and arc not dependant on measurement of :my
prcddined number of nll>dcs OIlthough a minimum is required tn ensure accuracy.
ComputMion of these matrices from experimental daw allowed comparison of a test
~pecin1t:n helun: aoo after the introduction of a detect. It was found that the largest
dill"cn:nee:- in the matrices wen: locali7xd in Ihe area of lhe dl:li:cls. Another nolable result
\\~IS the delennin:llion Ihal higher modes were fuund 10 be hcller prediclOrs of crack
c.~istcnce and location. anti go\'Crncd the StTUcturill stiffnc:i5.
.·\nmher nor.able rcsearch team. AJ.M. Ar.n.ijo Gomes. and J.M. Montalvao e Sil\'3 of
P\lnu~al hal\: produced numerous papers thai repon lhe tindings of their research into
defect dClco.:tion using mod·' analysis. In Arilujo Gomes and Montal\'iio c Silva (\990).
rcsulls :lrc pn.:scmed lhat concern the dynamic behaviour uf a cracked. free-free straight
h~am. with rect.1ngul,.r cross·seclion. Thl: beams wcre analyzed theoretically using 1u's
fracture hinge method. and lestcu e.~periml:ntally using specimens with both thin (0.2 mm.)
simu[atl:d cracks. <:Ul with a milling ma<:hine. as well as with real fatigue cracks.
Measurcmcnls w~n: <:arricu OUI for hOlh in-plane. and out-of plane bending. The primary
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purpose of this experimentation \\m simply to show that the effects of cracking could be
accurately and precisely dctcnnined from t:.~periment.ll data. This extensive evaluation
looked at four crack deplhs ranging from lIB the beam depth to I/~ the heam depth in
increments of liB. in each of four dilrerent locations (from Fig. 2.2. L'IL = 1/8, [/4. 3/B
& 112). In addition'l serks of beams wen: fati~ucd sulliciemly to develop real cracks and
these were tested lIS wei!. The resull.~ dearly showed that the change in naluml frequency
was highly depemhnt on both the location of the crack and the panicular mode being
considered. It also showed that the effe<;t of a milh:rJ crack was indeed reprcscmative of the
effect ofa real crack.
These au:hors cominued to e.~pand on their work and in Aratijo Gomes ami Montalv,io c
Silva (1991) presented the findings of an extensive experimenwl allll mmlytical evaluation
thaI observed the effects of real fatigue cracks on 0.8 111 long free-free beams with three
different square cross-sections. In total 60 beams were tested in both planes of bending to
detennine tht: effect of cracking in each of 5 different crack locations (L'/l = 1/10. 1/5.
3/10. 2/5 & 112) with four levels of crack depth ratios (116. 1/3, 1/2, 2/3). Additionally
these aothors presented a detailed derivation of the torsional spring model showing how it
could be used to detennine from theory the naruml frequencies of a cracked beam. The
spring constant k, alluded to previously, was shown to be
(2.7)
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when!
E = Young's Modulus
I = Moment of Inenia of Cracked Section
II '" width ofbf:am
d = depth of beam
p := depth of crack
I' '" Poisson's Rmio
and
The authOr:l used this e.~prcssion along \Ililh their formulation to derive thl,.'{)rrtical valoes
lor each of the tested bc:ams, The results showed reasonable correlation bdween
experimental measurements <1m] theorelieal predictions. In ,u..kJition it was shown that Ihe
natural frequencies of larger beams were affected more by cracking than were smaller
hearns. For all beams. hoth theory ,\nO experiment showed that the sensitivity of the chan!?c
in frequency tn crack depth increased for the larger cracks and additionally that as the crack
depth increased. some modes br.-came more sensitive than others.
The most current work by these authors is presented in Araujo Gomes and Montal"ao c
Silv,l (1992) and Montalvao e Silva and Arat'ljo Gomes (l991). Here the authors shift their
attention tll the analysis of cantilever. rather than free-free, beams. These papers present
the results of their attempt to modify their previously developed theoretical procedures for
usc on a cantilever with a lumped end mass and an llxialload. Addilionally they present for
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comparison. lheir findings of experimentation on this type of specimen, which lhey lested
bOlh in :lir :lnd immersed in w<lter. This l:llter expcrimem \-vas performed to dctcnnine the
extent of ch:lnge Ih:ll could be expecled from WOller immersion alone and additionally 10
delemline how the elfeel or cracking in beams is mOlieralcd by immersion. The results of
this program showed lhm lhe exislence of a crack in " cantilever c:lused its frequencies 10
ch:lnge in a \\13:'>' thai could be easily measured even whcn the crack \\I3S close to lhe free
end, The addilion of Ihe end mass. however. lended 10 decrease Ihe sensitivity 10 cracking
especially for cracks near the free end. Additionally, it \\I;IS determined from Ihese results
thai while immersion in \\'3Ier does tend to decrease the natural frequencies, the effect is
small and ICnds to disappear when the end mass is large. The authors :lltributed this small
effect to the stiffness of their beams.
2.1.2 E.xp~rimenra(ion Using Real Structures
Analysis of real slructure~ is often very different from thm of simple structures Simply
detennining lhe modes of real structure can be a forbidding task due to {he vast number of
modes that exist. A typical slruclure is in reality made up from simplc structures (ic.
beams. platcs. etc.) and as such all lhe modes of lhese simple structures also become local
modes of the real structore. There are, in addilion to these local modes, global modes
where the motion involves the entire structure. It is these global mo<lcs that arc generally
considered to be of prim(l,ry imponance to Ihis Iype of experimentation but the task of
distinguishing them from the numerous local modes can often be a challe'lge, one Ihal musl
be carefully performed to ensure the applicability of results. The following discussion
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highlighls a repreSt:ntative selection of literature thaI has bet:n produced as a result of
e.xperimentalion on real struclUres1,
l1luslnllion of the usefulness of testing a scaled model of a real structure was presented in
Shahrivilr and Bouwkamp (1986), The model used for lhis research was a 1/501h scale
plastic model that represented lhe. structural system of a typical full scale tower in 6601 of
waler. This experimentation sought 10 detennine the effects of severance of diagonal
hracing members on selected vibralion frequencies and mode shape parameters, To
illustrale the di~tillcti\'eness of the parameter shifts resulting from damage. additional tests
were carried out 10 determine and compare the parameter changes resulting from the
add ilion in deck mass. jacket mass. and deck mass eccentricity. The procedure used finite
element analysis in combination willI test results and found the two to correlate quile well.
Signilk,11l1 uSl:ful ohscrvalions were made from the results of the program: in abbreviated
fonnal. lhese are as ful1ows:
Damage in the slructure is delcclilb1e from surface measurements only. ie..
Ul1lkrw,lter inslrumentationwas necessary.
The most significam indicator of damage was deck displacement (ie, mode
shape) which proved much more. sensitive to damage than did lhe observed
frequency shifts.
The charaClcristics of Ihe damage induced changes were insensitive to deck
loading and loading eccentricity.
rn~ludeoJ in lhe oJet"mililln llf real struelure~ are large r.calc I\l"<.lcl~ llf real slruelUre~ since lhey gel1l:1311y
rCl're\Cmasmuchc(1ml'luilyaslhcirl'flJlul}·p.:S
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The changes observed as a result of damage were easily distinguishable from
those resulting from changes in loading conditions. Observations showed that
while displacement differences coutd be similar. corresponding frequency
shifts were no(. Atlditionally. normalized displacement at the deck e.~tremes
showed distinct differences.
Successful results using model structures were also obtained by Deb,lD et al. (\99::!). They
presented a method that not only delccted. but also IOCilted. a delect using only one row and
one column of the FRF Tt':ltrix. Th,) procedure used a successively deduced least squares
method 10 detemtine stiffness changes using data at the half-power points of FRF's for a
given mode. In testing the theory on test results from a 1130 scale jacket type structure. it
was shown that performing the iterative method on various structural clements quickly
deduced the defective member.
It is of obvious importam:e in this domain of research to be able 10 perform these
experiments on actual structures. One of the most difficult aspects of performing modal
analysis on a real structure is the ability to provide controlled ex.citation of sufficient
magnitude to e,~cite a response in the structure. Notwithstanding the difficulty involved,
various programs of research have successfully accomplished this feat. In Chiarim and
Mlakar (1984), for instance, a concrete gravity dam was exited by inertial force provided
by a 17000 Ib mass attached to a hydraulic actuator. In Haynes (1986) a step unloading
excitation was used to test a concrete light.picr by plucking the structure with a winched
cable attached to the structure through a v-notched bolt of known strength. Loading the
structure until the boll failed in tension provided the impetus for dynamic motion. Using
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this technique provided st;llic loads of up to 450 kN at lhe break point of Ihl~ bolt. Another
cx;lmplc is given in Ohlsson (1986) when a suspension bridge wilh a 366 m span \lJ:'lS
tested. Here the exciler ....'as a mOlor/gear driven eccentric wheel Ihal moved a 3 ton mass
up amJ down:ls il rowled
Olher authors have approached lhis mailer differently in that lhey did nOI use any form of
physical excil.ation. In White and Pardocn (1987) for instance one of the towers of the
Golden Gille Bridge was analyzed using Imdilional FRF analysis. The input selected for
analysis was llctually the OUlpUl of one of the deck mounted accelerometers. The method,
while nOl perfect, did produce usable resulls.
Another example of non-forced experimentation is gi\'en in Kopff (1987). Here an auempt
WJS made to Il:Sl a 130m tall. 3ססoo ton, cooling lOWer. The method used here was the
R.1ndom Decrement Signature Analysis [this theory is presented in Cole (1973) and further
elaborated upon in Li-Chung (1985)) that allows the delermination of direcl or cross
frequency response functions. This author illustrJtcd the use of thIS method and highlighled
it potential for defect delection lhrough the accurate determination of modal parameters for
Ihis huge StTUelUrc,
As lhe melhodulogy uf modal analysis lor CTill:k detcl:tlon in real slruclUrt;S is refined, there
is a growing reali7.alion that the usc of this melhod relics on an accurate theoretical
prediction for comparison purposcs. In lhis regard, no other analytical tool has proved as
powerful as the finite element melhod in predicting slructural behaviour. Numerous authors
have focused their research solely on improving correlation between test and finite element
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results. In Stimpson and Griffith (1982) as well a5 in Blakdy (1982) the ~sult of
e.'l:r<rirnt:ntation was uSl:d to impTU\~ an an:JIYlicallllodel b)' refining boundary col'kJilions.
R:lm5eY anJ Finnin 11982) compafl'd results from experimcnt and finite element analysis
and sl'x)\n:d that il could be JCcomplishL"l.I using a desktop computt:r. In Dobson t 1984) allll
in Sidhu and Ewins (1984) valKiation studies were carrk"l.l OUIIO improved corrdation by
l'sing modal parnmetcrs to modify finite element matrices.
While this type uf work \\':lS considered useful in the earlier days or this investigation
(durin!! "Ie mid to late 1980·s). newer work began W look specifically at this pannership
in light of damage detection. Springer er al. (1990) conducted an extensive set of
e.\:pt:rimenlS with ,malytica! comparison using a hoxbc:am struCI'.;'':. Here the SlrllCIUral
response \\~IS measured at -lO dilfcrcm locations to udinc thc dfects uf multiple uamagc
le\'cls at si.\: loc:llions. The work show~d that thc finite ekment method was a \'alid
predictor of e:<periment:ll results.
Exteru;ivc work was also carried out hy Lopes and Raposo (1991) who used data from an
operating offshore stroclure to impl'Q\'e their model's prediction of modal changes resulting
from fatigue damage. The melhod used a computer algorithm based C'n Bayesian Parameter
Identification to obtain beuer numerical representation. The authors ...."ere able to oblain
some promising results in lhe deteclion of fatigue damage. but admitll.-d that additional .....Qrk
was .~till necessary.
E:~perimental anu analytical prediction of damage detection using classical modal analysis
is now a very large pan of modal analysis research. Literature on (his subject is increasing
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at ,m cxpollf;nti,ll ratc. primarily as a result uf the fnternational Modal Analysis Conterences
that are held on ;J yearly basis. Continued exploration of this Iiteralure could fill many
volumes equaf in size to this thesis. In the dfor! of space conservation, the literature
pre~enleethus fur will suffice as a representation of (he current stale of work in th'is tiele.
The remaining section of this chapter is devoted to reviewing a limited selection of papers
dealing with the measurement of strain as a response parnmeter in modal analysis.
2.3 Modal Tesling Utilizing Strain Measurements
'n recent studies a number of rcscarcheT'J have attempted to use dynamic measurement of
strain in the detennination of modal parameters. Obviously, the parameters of frequency
and damping arc not aftected. bUt the amplitude of the measured signal. however. used in
detcnnining Ihe n\{xle shapes. is a completely independent variable that behaves vel)'
differently from displacemem or acceleration.
An early exploration of the USes of strain measurement in modal analysis is described by
Zhang er a/. (1986). These authors used cantilever beams with notches cui near the fixed
end. to cumpare results obtained through the classical method of acceleration measurement
and those obt.ained through strain measurement. The results of the experimenL1tion clearly
showed thnt good results could be obtained using strain gauges. The discussion of changes
in the measured parameters as a result of cracking was limited to frequency drop and
changes in mode shape. The results from both sets of measurements showed significant
changes in mode shape, both from displacement and slrain measurements.
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A very useful application of modal analysis with both main and acceleration measurcmt:nts
for solving a rept:tithe defect problem is reponed ~ PoY.el and Goldberger (1990). These
authors reported on a cominuing. problem with a f'nned·rube heat exchanger that devdoped
cracks around weld points. Here the analysis was not used to find tht: defect, but rather to
detennine why it W35 occurrin~ and to recommend ~medial measures. The results from
both sets of transducers confirmed that excitation caused by \'Onex shedding of fluid. in the
exchanger. excited the primary mode of the slrucrure resulting in t:xtremely high dynamic
stress levds. While the problem was subsequently soh'cd as a result of the test, it also
confinnt:d the applicability of strain measurement in modnl analysis.
A modelling approach based on e.~perimen13.1 strain measurements is presentt.."(j in Tsang
(1990). This author approached the de\elopment of an analytical procedure t:ntirely from
Ihe slrain measurement aspect. The theory focused on deriving a set of gO\eming system
matrices from experimental measurements. The author fint deri\'ed proposed methodology
through finite dement modelling follov.'ed by a computer simulation experiment and a
practical teSI using ROIl data. The method pfO\~ quite reliable in a number 0( cases
although Ihe author admits a more rigorous proof. combined with additional experimental
research. is necessary.
Recent research in damage detection \\I3S reponed in Swamidas and Chen (1992). These
authon conducted modal testing on a 9m tall. 1150th scale model of a tripod tower platfonn
(TTP). The measured parameters included acceleralion, displacement (using LVlJI"s),
along with strain, at numerous siles on the structure. The primary focus of this lest was to
detennine the effect of simulated damage on the modal parameters of the structure and to
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compare thl>: various modes of response measurement. Typical results were obtained in
terms of frequl>:ncy changl>:s. and additionally it was concluded that the measurement of
strain was an appropriate measurement parameter and panicularly USl>:ful when the
measurement siw was close to the site of damage.
The \\'Ork by tht:se and other authors in strain based modal analysis has increased interest
in this fonn of response measurement. It is likely thai the volume of literature on this
suhjccl will increase over the next ICw years as larger numbers of current researchers look
into this relatiVely new field of testing.
2.4 Summary
This concludes Ihe literdture n:vit:w pun ion of this thesis. This prcst:ntation. while only :I
sample of the existing body of literature. is thought (0 conlllin an ade':!uatc overview of
aspects of current <lOU past research into modal analysis anu its applications in derect
uetec\ion in structures. Chapter 3. which follows. precedes the discussion of results
obtained by this author. wilh an overview of applicable \heory conect.ling modal analysis
,lOd selected topies fmm structural dynamics.
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Chapter 3
Review of Theory
The theoretical approach to vibrational analysis is conducted in three sInges. These must
be c\'llluatcJ in order to characterize completely the propenies of a vibrational system
First. the syslcm must be described in [cnns of its physical characteristics. The three
primary characteristics. imponant 10 all vibrational analysis. are: mass, stiffness. and
damping. Each of these must be defined according to the physical geometry of the system
in order 10 detennine its vibra,lOnal characteristics. This level of characterization lealls 10
the definition of the spatial model for the system.
The second stage involves perfonning a numerical analysis to detennine the fundamental
vibrational characteristics of the syStem. This leads to a description in tenns of iUi natural
frequencies of vibr:ltion. corresponding mode shapes and u3mping factors. The system as
described in this manner is called a modal model. and is used to illustrate the various
nonnal modes. which characterize the structure during free vibration, ie , vibration without
the application of external force.
The thin! smge is the detennination of the response characteristics of the system to an
applied force. Here (he system in analyzed to determine the various displacement
amplitudes and deformation characteristics that will occur as a result of [he application
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of a timt: varying fnrce. defined in terms of its magnitude and frequency. The systcm is
Ihcrchy descriheu in terms of II reJpOllIe morlel. There arc uf coarse an infinin: number of
responsc models due to the infinite number of variations that can be made to the torcing
function, The fum;tion chosen must illustrate the particular type of analysis that is (0 he
undertaken. A broad mUlti-freljuem.)' force might hi: useful to find the freljuency response
functions (FRFsl o\~r a range covering sevcr:ll nutuml modes. or a more relined functilm
may he used [0 ~imulate thc vibrational characteristics due to the service loads that the
physical systcm may he ex[)Osed to.
The theorctical analysis of the currenl research was carried out using the hoilc dcment
module nflhe integr:tled analysis progr.tm. I-DEAS"'. produced and marketed ny Structural
Dynamics Research Corporation (SORC). of ~Iilford. Ohio. Likewise. the e.xperimental
d<l[;'j manipulation <lau analysis was carried OUI hy tht: test data analysis motlu1e of lhe ,;101e
program. Tht: data ;\cquisition. performed during the c:{perimental phJse ll! this research.
was ;lccomplished using a 1l1cally wrillcn program which interacted wilh tht: acquisition
hartlv.~tre. A second locally writtcn pfllJ!ram manipUlated Ihe data into a format compatiblt:
with lllc ]·DE..\S SOfl\\;tfC, Using Ihesc tools. Ihis research inrestigated a number of
phenomcna relating to the use of modal analysis in crack detection. In an attempt to
proviuc an insight into the subsequent presemmion of these analytical and experiment;lI
results. scveral topics conceming vibr ional theory. relevant to issues 'II hand. are
t.liSl:ussed ;n the lolklwing sections uf this chaplcr. These ~ctions emphasize topics
specifically related to modal analysis both from analytical and experimental viewpoints.
3.1 General Analysis of Spring-Mass-Damper Systems
In a typical system consisting of multiple degrees of freedom. there is one equmion of
motion for each degree of freedom. of which there are an equal number of nonnal modes.
These equations :Ire expressed in a matrix fomlat that separates the various l;omponcnts of
mass. stiffness. and damping. Using this format the basic equation of motion i~
[,111 {.i}. [CI{.i} ·IKI{·'l • If} (3.1)
Here (MI. lei. and [KI refer to the mass. damping and stiffness matrices respectively.
and {.r}. {.r}. and {x} reter 10 the column vectors for acceleration. veloci,y. :md
displacement. respeetivdy. The term {f} is the column veclor of forces acting on the
system. While this expression describes the general behaviour of a complete syslem. the
first step in MDOF analysis is to find the omural frequencies and mode shapes of the
system. This is accomplished by ttnding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an undamped.
free vibration system expressed in matrix formal. To do this. it is necessary to derive the
general solution to the MDOF system as given by Equation 13.1). The equation for
undamped. untorced. motion is
n.2)
The most general solution of the equation is to assume that thl: displaceml:nt of any given
mass is comprised of a time varying unit function (which is common to all coordinates)
multiplied by an amplitude scale factor (which varies from location to location). This is
written as
X,(I) ~ ""q(l). i '" 1.2, (3.3)
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where
0, a consUnt applic3bl~ to coonJinate i.
q(l) a lime function common to all coordin3tes
If the r.uio of t\loU displacement coordinatcs .f, anc.! XI is delermined. the resull shows thai
the defleclion shape is independent of time. In other ~rds all coordinates ha\'e
synchronous motion and during single mode oscillation. while the amplitude of
tlisplaccmcm varies with lime. the p,mern or shape IJf c.lefonnation does not. This
dl'ectivc\y tlefines the mooe shape of a systcm as being comprised of a vector of time
invariant ~ltlplitudl'S. written as
'"
'" (3.4)
".
Substituting Equation (3.3) inro Equation (3.2) yields
IMII"I.(I) -IKII"lq(I)-O
Which can be written in scalar fom} as n scpar:lle equations;
[t "",0,1 Q(f) • [ t k"O'] ,(I) • O. i· 1.2.
1'1 /"1
(3.5)
(3.6)
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From which we oblJin
j=l.1. 0.7)
Consiu~ring this result.;· is obvious that the lefl hand side is irnkpendenl oflhe coortlin:llc
i (a length parameler). while the right hand side is intlepcndem of time. Both sides.
therefore. must be equal to a constant thai is taken as ",,:. Equation 0.7) call then ~
n:wrinen,IS
q{1) """:qfl)" 0
for the h:ft hand side. and for the right hand side as
or using malrix notation as
11K] - w'lMlllo} • lO}
(3.8\
13.9)
(3.10)
In order for this equation to hold true either (IK I - c..r(M I ) or {o} mu~t be zero. The
solution that has all the 0 values sel to zero will satisfy the equation but it will yidd no
usable resulG Therefore. for non·trivia.l solution the following expression. must hold true.
11K] -w'IMII-o 0.11)
Which states thai the determinant of the matrix resulting from Ihe difference must equal
zero. The solution of this expression will yield the eigenvalues (ie.. the natural frequencies.
W,) of Ihe system. The {41} vector (ie.. the mode shapes or eigenvectors) cannot be solved
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for uniquely lIue to the singularity of the (IKI • wlrMl) matrix. As 3. l"e5ult. the
eigt:n\lXlOr5 are derived hy selling one of the mlXk shape constants (usually {91~J equal
to I and St)IYing for the others in tenns of it.
For the gen~ral case where w, ;o! W" it ean be shown that lhe modal vectors {t,b}, and {ol.
arc orthogonal wi'h respect to 00111 mass and stifrncss. ie..
f3.l2J
(3.13)
In the case when: l.<:, = lol" substitution into EqualKlnS (3.12) and 13.13) results in the
fonnulation of the gcnt=r3lizetl mass and stiffness coefficients of the j. mode
M;;·lol:IMllol, ;-1.2.
K;;' 101:IKJ (01, i-I.'.
The mooal matrix. (01 is often mass nonnalizetl such that
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
where III is Ihe identity matrix. In this case. the mass normalized stiffness matrix becomes
I KI • I.' I • (3.11)
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In fUture reference to distinguish lhis special';ase.IQI will refer to an un-normalil1..'d modal
matrix antll~1 will refer to:l mass normalized modal matrix.
For most general cases t!'.c: mass and stiffness matrix are non·diagonal and have non-zero
terms in locations other than along their diagoruls. This indicates that tile system's mocJes
art coupled and cannot he treated irniepelKkml}'. It is So1id to have i,,~niol col/piing if the
mass matrix is non-diagoJ1:tl and dynomic COl/piing if t~ sliffness malrix is non-diagonal.
Previous Jiscussion showed how orthogonality is used 10 diagonalize both the system
matricl:s for an unlorced s}'SIt,.. hut did not treal the more general case of forced systems.
Consider first that the motlc shape vectors (eigenvcctors) ('If a system are linear!)'
independem duc to the orthogonalit)' condition. In other ....,orns. no eigenvector of lhe
syslem can be obtained by a linear combination of lhe others. Hence, they form a basis in
'l·dim~nsional space. This means that any other vector in the n-dimensional space can be
made up of:l linear combination of n linearly inckpcndem \'tttors. Consider an arbitrary
vector {xl in n-dimensional space. expressed ~S
13.181
where c, are constant scale faclors. whose values can be dctennined by pre-multiplying this
equation by {he transpose of the modal \'ectors;
i" 1.2.... ,II (3.19)
JJ
where Mu is the generalized mass of the i <10 normal mode. In the C:lSC where the modal
wctors arc mass nonnaJized the previous equation can be written as
',·I,I:[M\I.<I ~
{M:,
13.20)
This reprcsenL~ what is known as the I!XpaIlS;m[ lheorelll. 11 useful device in dClcnnining
syStem rcs[XJnsc to arbitrary forcing conditions.
Consider then the case of an undampt:d system which has c:uernal forces acting on it. The
equations of motion can be wriuen as
IMH.<I -\KII.<I· 1J1
where {f} is a \'ectur ofarbit<oIry ex-Iernal furces.
(3.20
Solving the eigenvalue problem will result ir. the deternlination of n natural frequencies.
(WI' W1' .•.• lAi,) and a series of II modal vectors {I/J}, which are subsequently compiled into
a mOOal tn<llrix (of size n x n). Using (he c.~pansion theorem. the solution of the system
can he wrinen as a linear combination of the nonnal mode vectors:
0.22)
where fI,(I) .. q"(l) art~ time dependant generalized coordinates. called modal paniripation
factors.
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Since "~ k.now thai I~ mooal malrh is independem of lime. the second lime deriV:llh-e
of displacemcm mUSI equal the second derivalh-e of the time dependant panicipation factors
multiplied by lhe modal matrix. The equations of mol ion can Ihen be wrilten as
IMII"l!ql·IKllol!ql·1J1 (3.23)
Pre-multiplying by Iile transpose of the modal matrix (oj'. and assuming the modal matrix
to be mass nonnalized yields the general equation of motion in the fonn
(J.::!.J)
where {QUIl is the vector of generalized torces {l,I]'{F}.
The equations of motion have now been uncoupled. resulting in a set of 1/ indepcruknt
SDOF equations:
(3.25)
3.2 The Effect of Damping on SUlicrural Response
The analysis as presented Ihus far is applicable only to systems which are undamped. This
type of analysis is userl quite often since in many cases damping values are small enough
thai their inclusion can be considered negligible. 1:': other cases. hO'Never. if the system
response is required for long periods of time with respect to the natural periods of the
system. the effect of damping must be included. In addition the effect of damping becomes
vitally important when considering system response to dynamic forces with a frequency
close to one of Ihe natural ft'e!!llencies of the system.
3S
There are in generol tWO types of damping. the firsl of which is called viscous damping,
and the second. Irysteretic or struclllral clamping. The first of these is the standard type of
damping usually considered in dynamic rrobrcms: it is defined as being linearly
proportional to velocity and is typical of the type of damping that ....."(luld be provided by
a dashpo\. The second type of damping, hysteretic. is somewhat different and is more
dependant upon the material properties of the structural members. It is defined as Ihe
dissipation of e~rgy due to cyclic stress that through a given cycle traces a hysteresis loop
While hoth ilre slightly different the analysis which includes damping is derived in a similar
manncr; hence. for illustration purposes. only viscous damping will be dealt wilh here.
The general expression for a viscoUsly damped system with external excitation \vas given
in Equation \3.1!. To introduce this topic we will first ~, all assume that the damping
matrix !CJ specifies a speci"l type of damping known as proponional damping. a situation
where the damping matrix is linearly propol1ionallo the mass and or stiffness matrix.
This is generally wriilen as
(3.26)
Where the terms Q" and (J arc constants.
The equations of motion call lht:n be r~\Vrillcn as
IMII"'I • [aiM I • ~IKlllil·IKJlxl ·lfl (3.27)
If as before, we express the solution welor {xO}} as a linear combination of the modal
veCCOTS of the syslem, Equation 0.27) can be wrilten as
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IM".llii!I)I • [aiM I •PlKIIc.I{lillli • IK".II.w} .1/(1) I (3.28)
Pre~mulliplic3.lionof this result by Iht: mass normalized modal matrix will then yield
II lIIill,I •[alII • ~I w' rRIilI)!' I'; r{q(III- 1{!(tI1 <3.29)
which can be written as a ~'S1cm of indepeoocm equations as
(3.]0)
If the following SUbSlilUlion is made:
(3.31)
Equation (3.30) can be rewrillcn as
ii,<t) .. 2t,w,tl,(t) .. w;q,(f) z Q,(t) ; s 1.2... ,11 (3.32)
It is therefore seen thai lor this special case of damping. thtl uncoupling of the matrices is
possible. Here. as before. the" equations can be treated independenlly and solvC1J as
damped SDOF S}'Slems.
As is ofren the case for real systems. the damping matrix is not proponional and CUIU'lOt
be diagonalized as shown in the above derivation. The occurrence of non-proponional
damping generally resulls in eiBenval!\~s which are either negative real, or complex with
negative real pans. In the latter case both the eigenveclOrs and the eigenvalues exist as
conjugate pairs. In handling cases like this a common procedure is to transfonn II coupled
second order differential equations into 2n uncoupled Iirst order equations.
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3.3 Frequency Response Function Analysis
The theories presented thus far are typically concerned with finding the mod:!1 parameters
of an analytical s)·slem. In modal an:llysis a common ohjective is to verify analytical
motlels using results from experimentation, A common link between the theoretical solmion
to a s~'stem and results obtaim:d through experimentation is called the Tmnsfer Flil/ctiol/,
O(herwisc known as the Frequency Response Flil/ction (FRF). The fundamental description
uf the r:RF is the complex frequency domain ratio of respon~e output to force input. To
help bridge lhe g:lP between theory and experimentation it is appropriate to discus5 this
topic and to develop a general expression for the FRF of a MDOF system.
Consider the expression for an undamped system:
[MJI'}·IKJlxl·{fl
The transformation of this equation into the Laplace domain yields
where s is the Laplace variable which can be shown to be equal to iw.
If we let [8(sIJ =' [s:[MJ + IKlJ then the equation becomes
[B{$)Jlxlsl}.!Flsl!
(3.33)
(3,34)
13.351
where \8(s)1 is sometimes referred to as the system impedance matrix. If \I..e now
pre-multiply Ihe latter equation by IB(s)j"' we obuin
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(3.36)
;md by [o:ning IH(s)l == 18(Sl]-1
(3.37)
where [H(s)J is rcfcrredto as the Transfer FUllction Marrix.
To funher illustrale the cumponems of this matrix consider lhe expression for a two dc!!reo;:
of freedom system:
(3.38)
In the Laplace domain this becomes
(3.39)
lhus lhe matrix IBJ is defined as
(3.40)
and the Transfer Matri:r.: IHI as
J9
The numerator of this equation is the adjoint of the IBJ matrix, while the denominator is
the determinant of the /81 matrix. from which the system's characteristic equation is
derived. Theretore Equation (3.41) (;3n he written as
(3.42)
This highlights the 1',1(;\ that the modal frequencies (usually complex. designated as Ai are
global properties of the system since s. appears in every ternl of IH(SII. This characteristic
cljwuion can alternately be expressed as a product of iL~ roolS'
(3.43)
where IB(s) I is the delcnninant of the 181 malrix expressed by constant E and the four
rool.~ AI through A,
In gencrallhe milts lorm comple.~ cllnjugmc p;lirs such that A: = AI" and i\, = A~' The
equations of motion can then be written as
Hence Ihe transfer matrix for this 2 r,;)F system can be expressed as
(3,45)
If this expression Inr the tran~fer function is ther, substit1J.ted back into the equation of
motion the result is t....,o equations, one for XI and the other for Xl'
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Wrinenas:
\3.46<1)
r3,46bl
If F:(s) is set to z~m we can write
I3A7al
(JA7bj
nASa)
(304gb)
which can be expressed in general fonnat as
X(.f)
H(s)=~
') ~(.n (3.49)
where i is the coordinate at which the response is detcnnirred and j is the coordinate at
which the force is applied.
This generalized expression shows that to measure a column of the transfer matrix the
location of the force input does not need to vary. only the location at which respO."lse is
measured needs to vary. Alternately. to measure a row of the matrix, the response location
is fixed while the force input location is varied.
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To derive the general expression for the transfer function between t\\'o poims consider :m
dement of the transfer matrix. Recalling that in general. the roots of the characteri~tk
equation ilppear as cnmplcx conjugates. the expression lor 1-l11 can ~ writtcn as
M::,~: .. K!~
fir! ~ E(X-AdIS-AI' )(S-A:)(S-A:· J
rhis expression can he expanded by partial fractions and wrillcn as
13.50)
13.51)
Vil/ues of Ihe con~tants " em be evaluated hy cqualing the prel'ious two eljuations.
multiplying by Is - x,J and cvaluating the result at s = A,. For C1 this manipulation yields
andsimilarlyfcJrc1
(I: _ ,~1:~A; , K;: .: ..1;1
[(AI-AI )c;\-A:lO\:-A:)
c~ = M~:A;· • K:~ : r
l
' :A~I·
EI>"; -")0..; -~l(>,,; -A:·)
13.52)
(3.53)
The tcnn A is used here to denote what is called the modal residue. or as some call it the
modal collsfalll. associated with the pole A" The I,i~ecding result can also be applied to c;
4L
Equation 13.51) C,In then he expressed;ls
Expanding this derivation to an /I degree of freedom system if can he shown Ihat the most
general expression for lhe trimst!:f function is wrinen ;IS
(J.S5)
where the sand A,ean be eyumeu as
(3.56)
and
(3.57)
3.4 Experimental Curve-Fitting Procedures
The di.~cu.~sion thus far has deal! with moJal analysis theory, purely from an analytical
approach. While understanding this theor.v is imponant it must be rr'\lizcd that many of the
variables used in the formulations are only obr.ainable from experimental results, through
parameter estimation. The determination of these parameters is. therefore, of vilal
importance if lhe dynamic behaviour of a structure is to be correclly modelled.
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The ultimate ohjective of any mnual tcst is to uerive the modal parameters of the system
hcing testcu. It is in this phase 1)1' the analysis that the objective is achieved. The tenn
Cum! Fiflill!l is. as implied ;I process by which a theoretical function is derived tllat fits
the measurcd dam. With this derivation the modal parameters arc obtained by _~ubsequent
evalu:uion of the filled curve. ,'he FRF. thus deriwd. is used to ubtitin the fundamelllal
modal parameters in a three stage process. Firs\. the natural frequencie.~ of the system are
uctermined by 1()C;\ting thc frequency values al which peaks in Ihe FRf occur. SeclJndly.
damping p<trallletcrs arc determined from the shape of the resonant peaks. Thirdly. mode
shapes arc determineu from tlte ampiitude of the peaks occurring in Ihe various FRFs.
dl.'ri\l:tl from numerous locations on Ihe strul,;ture. As with the other phases of modal
testing. there an: a number of methods available to perfonn this lask. In a general sense.
thc \~tri()u· ncthous usc three fundamental procedures to derive the fitted curt'e. In urder
of increasing comph:x\ty these three fundamental procedures can be described as: i) curve
fitting il pan ur a ~ingle FRF (SDOF lel,;hniques\: ii) curve filting a complete FRF (MDOF
techniques): and iii) curve filling:l number of F"RF cur\'CS derived from the same structure
(Multi-Curve Technique). The method chosen for a given test is dependant on the specific
objeeti\'C~ nf the er.periment and the final application 10 which the results will De applied.
3.4.1 SDOF Curve Fiuing Techniques
The uiscussion of curve rilling techniques should logically commence with Ihe simplest
mcthods. the SOOr: methods. Thcse methods fall into the first category of curve filling
melhods. fhat is. they allcmpt to fit ,I curve through only a part of the derived FRF. The
a..p,,, J .R""~"· ..flll ....,.
tenn SDOF is applicable to these melhods since t~ share thl: common assumption th;(1
in the vicinity of a resonant peak the system response is dominated by lhe contribution of
a sinSI~ mode whose natural frequency is lhe frequency 3t the ~ak. The \"3riations bt=twc:en
the SDOF methods. occur in lhe extem to which they make lhis underlying assumption.
While some methods assume all oflhe response isdue 10 thaI one mode. others assume that
other moo~s are prcSCnl and are accounled for by simple appro;<imations.
Two common SDOF nlllthods Ihal will J;.c: discussed in lhis section an::
The Peak Amplitude Method
The Circle Fit Method
3.4.1.1 The Peak Amplitude Method
Probably the simplcst parameter extraction te<:hnique is the peak amplitude method. This
method is I10t actually a curve fit tct:hnique since it only relies on a small numbtr of poincs
surrounding each resonant peak. It is most applicable to FRFs which have ~II separated
peaks indJo:ating that the modes of the Structure: are: only lighlly coupled. In addition the:
method does nOI work well with structures thu are very lightly or very heavily damped.
This effectively limits the usefulness of the method but due to its easc aruse and simplicity
it is still appropriale for initial estimales before proceeding with the more detailed methods.
The procedural steps of this method, in association with Figure 3.1. arc given as follows:
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Locate the individual peaks on the FRF plot and note the frequency at which
the maximum amplitUlk is found (w,). These values arc then indicative of
the systems natural frequencies.
Concentrating on one peak lIt a time, note the maximum amplitude I () I
and detennine the frequency bandwidth at that peak by localing on bOlh
sides of the peak POilllS which have an amplitude value of 2'" times that or
thl;. peak mnplilUde. The bandwidth is designah:d as .:lw and is bounded by
w, on the lower side and w~ on the upper side (ie.. ,:),w := "''t. - w,).
Th~ damping for the panicvlar mode in question is detennincd from
'.3.58)
y'
An estimate lor the residue of the panicular mode is oblnined from
(3.59)
y'
Frequency
FIGURE 3.1· TilE PEA" ....MI'LlTt'DE MEntOn
"', "',
FrCCluency
This method is generally easy to apply and gives quick results, but it must be noted that
there arc several limitations to the method which makes it less than ideal for accurate
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First. till: accuracy of results oblained is highly dependant upon the
accuracy of the ~;I,sured peak amplitude. Since it is very diffICult 10 oOlain Jccurate
amplitude \';Ilues the accuracy of Ihe method must also be: queslioned. The second problem
arises as a resull of lhe single mode assumption which is nOI Slrictly applicahle. E\"Cn ..... ith
....'ell separated modes. contributions from other :"lOdes is significant and c;lnnOi generally
be neglected. II was 10 O\"t!rcome Ihis proillem lhat the circle fil method \VdS developed.
This methotl is discussed as follows. in Section 3.4.1.2.
In general the Peak Amplitude Method is not reliable nnd should ol,ly be used for
preliminary checks or \'Cr)' approximate evaluation of the modal parameters.
3.4.1.2 The Circle Fit Method
The Circle Fit Method is a popular cu('\"t: fit method that generally results in a better
approximation of the modal parameters than the methods prtvioosly discussed. The melhod
utilizes a pIal format commonly referred to as the Nyquist or Argand plOL Essentially this
format is arrived at by planing FRF data on a coordinate grid that has real components as
the ordinate axis and imaginary components as the abscissa axis. In order to fully illustrate
this technique it is necessary 10 backtrack and review an alternate solution of the basic
SDOF equation of motion given as Equation 3.1. If we conskler a solution for x of the
form Xl! "" and a forcing function of the form Fe"', the basic equation of motion can be
written as
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0.60)
If the ratio Ill' X to F is taken ,IS a form III frequenlT reSpOllSl: function. then this ratio.
designated as If(w). the can be written as
H(w),, __' __
Ik -w1mJ .. ilwc}
0.61)
Using this tormulation, aml the relationship bem'een velocily and displacement Oe.. \. =
.\' := ill..',W~I) the following velocity form of the FRF (designated as Y(w)) can be wriuen as
Y(w) " iw/l(w) " __'w__ "w~c ... ;w(k - '""'~III) (3.62)
(k - w'lIll ~ ilwcJ {k - w'/Ill~ .. (wd
The real ;lnd imaginaf)' pans can now easily be separated as
Re Y(v..'l ~ Wl~. ,
Ik - w~mr .. (o:...c)"
/1/1 Y(w) ~ u.{k - ~~I/ll .
(.i; - w:m)" ~(wcr
Lclling U = (Re Y To) ami V = (fm 1'), yields
which describes the a circle willt mdius To . centred at Re = +. . 1m = O.
(J6J)
(3.64)
(3.65)
An advanlage of this method is thai it can be extended to the multi·degree of freedom case
to account for the effect of adjacent modes. Consider a general solution for the FRF
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design:ued as HOI (which indicates that the FRF is derived for local ion i with respect to j.
or vice verse due to reciprocity) given as follows:
where the modal constant (or residue) tor mode k linking
10c,lIions i amlj
16,6,1'
the viscous damping faclor
(3.66)
If for a panicular peak al mode r we assume that the majority of the response is due the
cffects of this mode the contribution of modcs other than the r'h mode can be accounted
for by writing Equation (3.66) as
which is equivalent to
H,,:: A,~ + B,;
iw" t,w, - iw,R (3.68)
where the first pan of the equation is representative of the contribution of the r 'h mode
while the second term is representative of the contribution from all other modes. Thus,
when plotted the circle can be considered to have all of the basic properties of the SDOF
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circle for th~ particular mOtl~ but displaced from the origin by an amount determined from
the contribution of the other mode.~.
Propenits of lIlt Cirr/~
Considering the circle shown in Figure 3.2 the various mod3l properties can be determined
as follows:
Natural Frt:quency:
TIlt: natural frequency is found by locating lh~ point of maximum sy..ecp rale on lhe
circle. This is perfomtcd by numcrically construcling radial lin~s betwt:en
successive points and determining the subtended angle. The frequency at Whl.:h a
maximum is reached is indicatiw of the narural frequency. During lhe computalions
an estimate of damping can be obtained from the measured angles. Alternate
methods of delermining natural frequency include: i) the point of maximum
amplitude (te.• the circle location furthest from the origin), ii) the point at which
the circle meets the imaginary axis (furthest from the origin), iii) the point on the
circle funhest from the real axis. While resulls vary from method to method all are
gencrally close to the true value of natural frequency.
Damping:
USihtl any tWO points on the circle 8. and O~ the value of the viscous damping factor
t:an be: determined from the following;
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'w,1 w",,~;i· w.,,~;)I
Im.giMry
FIGURE 3.2 - PROPt:RTIES OF mt: MOOAL CIRCLE
ChupluJ·R.,'...·'if11ttOl')
(3.69)
Note that if bOlh 8, and 0. are taken as 90° (ie . the half·power points) the above reduces
to Ihe expression
r=~
2w,
lviodaJ ConsUlm (or residue): Derived from :he circle diameter using
where D is the circle diameter.
(3.70)
(3.71)
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3.4.2 MDOF Curve Fitting Techniques
As implied from the disl.:ussion of the SOOr: methods all have lhe restriction of being
applkable to well separated modes that arc not strongly coupled. In real situations.
however. modal coupling occurs quite frequently and neglecting its effect or simply
approximating it will result in poor quality curve fits and subsequent parameter estimation.
It \\las lor this reason thm MDOF methods were del'cloped. TItese methods. while each
having parth:ular strengths. generally result in bellcr curve fits and more accurate
cstimation of modal parameters than the simpb SDQF methods. The following list
contains the n"mcs of melhods. available in I-DEAS, whkh faJ[ into the catcgory of MOOF
curve fining:
The Complex Exponential Method
The Direct Parameter Method
The Polyrcference MethNj
The Onhogonal Polyreferencc Method
in the interest of space conservation only the method which I.vas actually used in the
subsequent experimental analysis is reviewed in the following section. The first of the
preceding list, the Complex Exponential Technique. is therefore chosen for illustration of
the MDOF methodology~.
The n~mn given fnr lhesc method.l. whilc ~hared by many aulhors may be round under differenl names
invaf;ou'fct'CfCll<:CS
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3.4.2.1 The Complex Exponential Technique
This technique \-:lries from moSl others in thaI it is perfonned in the time domain rather
lhan in the fn:quency domain. It was cho.scn for lhis research due to iLS desirable
combination of nexibilily and efficiency in deriving modal parameters. There are \':triations
of this method which differ in computational efficiel'llY; Ihe discussion which follows.
however, outlines the fundamental principles corn"lon to all.
As a resull of the usc of lime domain data. the method is only applicable to systems which
are viscously damped (as opposed to hysteretically damped). Therefore, to begin discussion
consider once again. the gt:nernt expression for the FRF (compliance) of a viscously
damped MDOF syslem. previously given in Equation (3.55).
If the complex conjugate Il:nn is considered independent lhe FRF (dropping the subscripts)
can be rewriuen as
l" A
H{w)'E~
'.1 s- A.
Note Ihat A"1 = A;. and A"1 ... A,', where r'" 1.3,5,7...
(3.n)
The time domain representation of Ihis function (called the Impulse Response Function) is
found by taking the inverse Fourier trnnsfonn of H(w), and is written as
(3.73)
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If the origin,d FRF was derived from digitized measurements then it is subst:qut:nlly
defined in terms of 2N evenly spaced frequt:ncy increments. likewise xU) is defined hy the
sume number of points spact:rl at lime intervals of J./ ("" Uuj). The function value of x(t)
at the k I~ subinterval can then be written as
lS ;..\'
X(I.):. f A,eA.I~" ~ A,U,· (3.74)
where k is valid anywhere in the range 0 to 2N (the number of degrees of freedom, and
hence modes. in the system motle)) and ill is as described above.
hthcn follows logically that;
A/+A;+A,+
A/V, + tI!V; + AJV.I +
II,V'; + A;U/ + 11JV," +
for the full set of 2/1 samples.
+ A:.v
+ AJ.\'U;s
+ A;.\,U;j
(J.75l
Jr N=fJ then there arc 2n +1 rows in the previous e:"pression. There must then. exist a
polynomial of order 211 that satisfies the e:"pression
(3.761
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the roots of which can be designaled as V,. V:. VJ elc. If the rows of Equalion (3.75) arc then
multiplied by the coefficients in dcscending orucr from !II to 0 (ie . 0;. x row I. U~I x I'Q\lI
2.... 0, X fO\,V 2n). lhe result is:
a:... /.\:(I,)
o:..:x(I:)
0:" (A, + A: + AJ +
0:.., (A/V, + A:V.. + AJVJ +
r;..: (A,V': + A:V:-' + AJU/ +
.. + A;.)
+ A.."V..,,)
+/I:.V..,,-')
(3.77)
Adding the equalions yields
<3.78)
Recalling Ihat V" V:. ... V.." arc roots (which will yield the natural frequcncies of the system)
of the polynomial given previously as Equation (3.76). it follows thai
t O::'_I U:" O
and subsequently
>
~ a-,•.• X(fl ) ,,0
where the value of a, is set equal to 1;
(3.79)
(3.80)
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If the series is now incremented by a value of tl.l and the procedure repl:ated, then a second
set of 2n equations can be generated starting with tht: second equation of the previous set. Thl:
number of repetitions that must he pcrlbrmed is 2/1-1 resulting in a complete series of
equ31ions that can he wriucn :IS
I'ff;,) ... Atr(t~•. ,1 + ,I:X/l:.;1 +
x(/:"j) + A/"I·(I:.) + A:x(I:._,) ...
x((;".;) + AtW:•. ,) + A:X(I;.} +
or in mmrix forlll as
+ 11:,.1"(1,) = 0
+ 11;• .1'(1:) = 0
(3.81)
X(I:.ol) w~_:)
X(1:nlll (:•. I)
.tUn)
:c(II)
(3.81)
which is given the represent.1tion l.flla} = -[x'J. The unknown coefficient matrix can the be
soived for simply as ({II'" _[xJol[x'I,
AI this poinl the coefficients arc known and the system parameters (:an be detemlined from
Equation (3.76) by :illh'ing. for U" U;. ,U;. and using Ihe relationship
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Finally til.: modal '::Ullstants for r""sidut:s) are ddemlineu frum
I I I
V; U:
u; u;
I
U
u;. (3.lW)
To t:mploy this method one might follow the steps outlined ~low:
Make an initial estimau: of the numher of degrees of freedom am! carry out an
initial anal~'sis u~ing the above procedure.
When complete the modal properties art: used ::1 Equation (3.55) to compute
the first litted approximation to the me;lsured FRF. The generated curve is
compared with the mt:asurement derll'ed CUf\'e to detemline the devi3liun or
error between the tv.'O.
Choose an improved estimate for the number of degrees of freedom and repeat
the wholc procedurc. Thc crror between the two curvcs will rcducc as the
approximation gets bener, If the estimate is higher than the true number then
there will result fictitious modes in the generated FRE These arc generally
easy to identify as those which have unusually high damping factors or vcry
low modal constants.
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3.5 Summary
This I:Oncludl:s the re\'~' 0( Ih~ rekv;'Inl ponion 0( the ltu:ory associated wjlh 3nalytical and
experimemal moda: analysis. There are. obviously. many topics associ:lll:d wilh modal
analysis and stn:clur:al dynamics which \,,'ould 001 I'lc presc:nled ht:re in greatt:r detail. The:
interested reader might look to any of a number of references a'''dilable for additional
infurmalion on lhis sulljecl: ~\'C,al arc lisll:d in the final ~tli:m of this documem.
Chaph:r 4. which follows. tli.icus~s the rcsulL~ of the linite clement analysis. prepared as pan
uf this research. This anlllysis nlol1cls SCI"cral clmtilever plates to dclermine lhe effect of
notched cr:lcks llnt~ \,lrious modal tJrtlpl'rliesofthe plates.
l8
Chapter 4
Analytical Results
The concepl of using modal analysis as a (001 in moniloring structural integrity. is at best
in its early slages of development. due primarily to the relatively small amount of reseal'th
that has been perfonned in this area. Because of this. it \'"JS decided that the main lOCus
of this course of slUdy would be to show through experimentation the effect of crack type
tIefecls on the mooal propenies of a lypical structure. Before commencing with
e;'(perimentation. howc\'cr, it was necessary to develop a method of prediction \0 be uscl.l
as a comparison for results obtained from the experiment. anti to provide n~rific3lion of
the adequacy and applicability of the experimental sct·up. This was accomplished hy
developing a IinilC: denlt:nt modd of each or the plates and performing an
eigel1\'«lor/eigen\'<llue solUliun 10 obt<lin an analytical eSlimat~ of lheir naluraJ frequencies
<100 mode shapes. TIlese results WCrt additionally used 10 iI1uSlrale a clOlck locating
technique that l.'Ompared the mode shapes or cracketl plates 10 lhose of the reference plale.
As with til': test result evalU<ltion. the soflware used for this analysis "''as lhe integr.lted
design packagt: I-DEAS. produced and markeled by SDRe.
4.1 Description of Model
The finite clement evaluation <lnd expt:rimemation discusst:d in Ihis Ihesis arc based on a
cantilellCr plate. used as a Iypical structure. The prototype of the plate is illustrated
schematically in Figure 4.1.
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Th~ ph)~ical char.tCtl:rislks of the prmotype are given as 1011<1""5:
Material Properties:
~1;llcrial: Mild SIt.-c1
MilSS Dcnsit)': 7850 k~fm.'
Elastic Modulus: 200.0 :< 1O"P-J
Shear Modulus: 77.0 x IO~ Pa
Dimensions:
Width: 50.0 mm
Depth: 6.~5 mm
O\'erall Length: 564 mm
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Calculated V.l!ucs (uncrackcd):
Total Volume:
Total "'·tass:
Mass pcr unitlcngth:
Moment of Incnia y-y'
Moment of Incni<l Z-Z:
I. 7907 X 10-1 m.'
IA057 kg
2.4924 kg/Ill
1.0669 x 10"· m'
6.6146 x 10-~ Ill'
In order to simulate naturally occurring fatigue cracks. a rectangular notch 4 mm wide \Vas
cut into each of the 4 prototypes. used for experirncntalion. The crack location and crack
cross-sections are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The analytical models used to descriMe these
prototypes are discussed in the following section.
I . .
,.. 0.794 mm
AC----t-----<)
t/8DcpthCrKk
~mm
8 ", I)
t/4 Depth Crack
,..2.381 mm
C c;--wt-',
3/8 DcpthCraek
~Innl
D ) T)
t/2 Depth'Crack
fJGt:Il.E 4.2 - CRACK locATiO!" AND CRACK DEPTll CASES COo'~SIOEIl.ED
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4.2 Development of the Finite Element Model
The procedun::s followed in lhe development of a mood to be solved by a particular finile
clement sofl\\nrc package. is somewhat dependant on the particular package being used.
The differences between progmms. however. are generally limited to specific input syntaX
:IS required by the soft\.\nre. The fundamentals of model development arc the same
rcgardless of lhe sotiwarc heing used. and can be summarized by the tollowing list.
Considering the geometry of the prototype. and the objectives of the
finile elenlt:nt evaluation. choose basic parameters such as coordinalt'
system. elcmenltype. :1Ot! discretiz,uion procedure!.
l,lyOUt the geometry of the system 10 be evaluated and detcnnine the
cl,lortiinates of the nodes to be usetl in the model. Ensure thai at
minimum. nodes are placed wherever geometric. physical. or m:uerial
inconSistencies occur.
Define all dements in the model according 10 standard finite element
procedure for the specific clement type being used. For example ensure
that tWO dimensional elements such as plates ha\'e width to height ratios
which fall into the mnge of 0.5 to 2.
Define all physical element propenies required lor the type of solution
to !'Ie perfonned. The properties required arc dependant upon the
e1enll:nt type UStl.l. plate elements require a thicknes~ specitication.
while heam clements require moments of inertia, area, ctc.
Deline all material properties for each material used in the structure.
The parameters required include density, modulus of elasticity. shear
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modulus. ~tc. These parameters lift: not dependant UpOLl dem~nt type
and must be specified tor all elem~nt cases.
Define boundary conditions fOf the mod~1 which are represent.1tive of
actual physical restraints. Make use of the ability to restrain redundant
degrees of freedom to reduce model size and improve solution times.
Input data in the fonnat specified by the particular soft....are package
being used.
Run trc model solution and interpret the resull~.
The solution of the eigenvectorJei.'envalue problem of concern here, was attempted by
consi ;.:ring a model made up of plate like (thin shell) elements. This model was deemed
appropriate due to the flat/slender geom~try of the cantilever plale considered here (see
Figure 4.1).
The basic finite element model is shown in Figure 4.3. It is made up of a series of nodes
which define the boundaries of its elements. I '::Ir this analysis, a parabolic thin (shallow)
shell element was chosen duc 10 its favourable combination of simplicity and effecliveness.
The node arrangement associated with these types of elements are shown in Figure 4.4.
Using this element, the effects of crack depth could be simulated by scuing the Ihickness
of the smaller rectangular elements (shown in Figure 4.3) to values equal to the remaining
material thickness under the nOiched crack. All others are set equal to the original thickness
of the plate. Table 4.1 lists information peninenl to the mode! used in this analysis.
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4.3 Results of Finite Element Analysis
The solution of the f:nite elemenl model yielded the first 20 mode shapes and n.:nural
frequencies of each of the plates considered. Those of primary imponance. were lhe:
kending modes about the \\'taker uis (y-y). whose frequencies ",'Cre less than 1000 Hz.
This limiliuion was sel as a prnctical upper limit for lhe c...pcrimcnutl analysis (discussed
in Chapter 5) and wa... lhtrcfore. used for lhe analytical results as .....ell.
Considering first. lhe uncracked (reference) plate. lhe modes lhal occurred below WOO I-Iz
are listed in litble 4.2. For completeness. all the modes are listed along with an indication
of lhe mode lype. Shown as well. for comparison. are frequency values derived from the
Euler heam equation (see Thomson (1981) Chapler 7).
MOOc& TYJIt" Finla: EJ~mrnt Eukr8cml EquJlion ~rcmtDisc~
'''''"""'' ''''''''''''
("'.r.!. FE. V;UUCS)
(Hz) (Hz),. 16.~ 16.28
..'",. 100.36 102.00 1.64
IH 127.48 128.1' 0.53
3. 280.78 18'.64 1.73
IT 323.10
4B 549.62 "9.75 1.84
2H 769.98 803.17 4.31
,. 906.86 92'.21 2.02
2 T 973.99
) Mode types an l>C5ii:n~ttd'5; a.Bending ~bout y-y (vertinl plalll:), H .Sent/int: aboul z·z (horizonIll1Illllle),
andT.Torsionabout.·....
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Similar data for the cracked plates is shown in Table 4.3. along with an irKIication of the
degree to which the frequency dropped.
TMLE -I 3 - FIR. .. 9 FREQUESCIES OF CRACKED C"'~TlLEVER TEST PLATES
Mooe& l'yp<: 1/8 D~pltl Crnek 11-1 DcpltI Cr~ck 3/8 DepltlCrack 1/2 DepLh Crack
r"'4U''''Y , F",Il'Jcn<:y , F""lU<"'Y , F""Iu<.,), ,
IHl) Ch'l\;<' IIIll Cl»Il'C Illll Clulrt!' IHll Clulrt!'
10 15.99 -0.31 15.91 -0.81 15.75 -1.81 15.-13 -3.80
2D 100.38 0.02 100.39 0.03 100.39 O.oJ tOO.3-1 -0.02
IH 127.38 -0.08 127.23 -0.20 t27.03 -0.35 126.7-1 -0.58
) B 280.41 -0.13 119.62 ·1.01 277.9-1 ·1.01 27-1.18 -2.35
IT 322.35 ·0.23 32l.52 ·0.76 320.65 -0.75 319.76 ·1.03
.. S-I8.66
-0.'''' 545.77 ·1.20 543.01 -l.20 535.26 -HI
2H 770.15 0.02 ;'70.30 0.05 770.40 0.05 770.-15 0.06
58 905.55 -0.03 905.96 -0.22 904.82 -0.22 902.53 -0.48
2T 974.07 O.fH 974.07 0.01 974.02 0.00 973.9-1 -0.01
As shown. wilhin Ihe range of 0 to lOoo Hz, there exists for this structure 5 primary
~nding modes, two transverse bending modes. and two torsion modes. In addition to the
natural frequendes. the analysis pr<x1uced rr·,de shapes for each of these modes. A multi-
view graphical representation of the nine modes listed in the preceding tables. is given in
Appendix A. For discussion hen:. Figure 4.5 chows a nornlalized repn:sentatioil of the first
five venital displacement bending modes of the plate.
The term mode shape is used almost exclusively when referring to the deformation paltern
of a structure as it vibrates at its resonant frequencies. In other words. it is the time
invariant displacement patlem of the vibrating structure. There :lfe. ho·wever. other
definitions which differ from the classical definition in that they consider response
parameters other than displacement.
J % Change is always wilh rCSp<'~1 In Ihe uncrackell platc.
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These include slope and curvature mode shapes and while not a uue reprc~ntalionof the
deformed structure, they are represented in a similar manner and help to describe more
completely, the actions of the structure being analyzed. These 100. can be derived from the
results of a finite clement analysis, as iJluslr.lled in Figure 4.6, which shows the first five
slope mode shapes derived from rotation data.
Results of the eigemalue analysis. presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, dearly show that the
depth of the crack slrongly influences several of the natural frequencies of the plate. The
differing degree to which various modes were affected can be allril>uted to the curvature
of the corresponding mode shape at the r;rack location.
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It :lppears. then. Ihal observing natural frequency b a useful procedure for the
JClcmlination of crack existence. Funhcr discussion of these phenomena is reserved for
CltJplcr 5. where the rcsuhs arc compared with those ohL1ined through experimentation.
The knowkdgc of crack existence. while fundamentally imponanl is nN extremely useful
without having some idea of where the crack is located. One vcry useful ability of finite
clement ;malysis is the ability to discTctize a structure into mallY small elemcms. thereby
enahling close observation of very small segments. Changes in calculated quantities such
a~ modal displacement which may on a global scale be invisible, can be extracted to yield
very clear indications of the location of a crack or structural fault.
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Such "''as the case in Ihis analysis. wllc=re il was found that by observing the respon~ of
a Strip of 90 nodes along one edge of the plate. it was possible to derive differences in
mode shape patterns for lhe cracked \'trsus the uncracked plates. While the observations
should parallel the true sl!VCtural respo~. Ihe arrangement of measurement points on lhe
eltperil ...pntal plates w:ts nOI c:onduch"e 10 Ihis Iype of detailed artal)'~is and thus il can only
be shown from results of the analytical solutions.
The basic premise of the method. is that lor the cracked model. there will occur at tht:
crack location an incQnsistenc:y in mod~ sltape that does not occur in the uncrackcd modeL
As the depth of the crack increases. the inconsistcncy becomes more pronounced. even tor
modes thai c:<hibiled little. if any. frequency shift. To illustrate. both the displacement
mode shapes (of Figure 4.5) and Ihe rotItion (slopet mode shapes (of Figure 4.6) for I~
crackw models. were compared with their corr ...'Sponding ur.crad:ed model. Figures 4.7
through 4.16 illustrate the dilfcrcncc (ie.. QcndaI - tb-> in oonnalized units" for the
firsl fh~ primary bending mode shapes. for both displacemenl. and rutation.
, Nulle rotatinn ii an tllltpUI rar:II1\CI~rnf th~ tinite ~tenl~nl analy~i~. Since stope il <lc:rivell flOm 1l11atiun simply
by uking its IJngent antl since (01 ~mall angles. 1011(".'-0. lillIe errlll' i~ imrllllucell by L,tJnsilierint: the twu
to be e'llliva1cnl
~ Mode shapes afe normalilCli by sclling lhe output parameter to allow the muimum value to be e'lual 10 I.
This Illows compuiwn lIf Ilifffmrnill hct'<l"«n IIIOdcs on an equal basis. In III eases $l\o1ll'll here. lite ulue
of d~lxementfmt.:ltionIt the (rte<nd of the pbte is the Iocll muilllum:and hellCC is given a value o( unit)'.
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These plOlS show th:lI thi.\ technique. of closely observing changes in the slope and
displacement mode sha~s. is a ckar indicalQr of crack location. It is seen that for the
lower modes the discontinuity of the plot of mode shape difference. at the location of the
crack. is diSlinct and of a much larger magniNde than at any other location on the plate.
The higher modes tend to lose the magnitude aspect since crack induced differences OIl
other plate locations. tend to approach and surpa~s the magnilUde of those OIl the crack. Til(
4ualilath'C aspect of the plol. lto\\'C\'Cr. remains distinctive due to ::IC ~h"rpness of the peak
at the crack location. O,ht:r local maxima along thc plate lenglh. are much more genlly
curved and :m: easily distinguished from Ihe crack maxima.
This method is a clear indicator of crack location for the structure evaluated here. n.1mcly.
a camilC\'er plate. Its applicability to real structures. floo,vever. with ttlcir inherem
complexity. is not ne<:essaril}' assured. and remains It) Ite dctennined. Additionally. the
usefulnes.s of this method. from an experimental aspect. is questionable due to lhe high
degree of refinement that is required.
While lhe results of the method are notable. significant research remains 10 be conducted,
in order to determine how to most appropriately apply the method to the development of
ihe ultimate objective. that of a non-dt:slruclive evaluation scheme. using modal analysis.
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4.4 Summary
Tht:n: is :l strong link bel'A'een analytical and physical models in modal analyJiis and in
gent:r:11 Ihl,,'Y must be used in conjunclion with each other 10 foml 3. valid -"J'sten! of
prediclion. moocHing anu Il;sling. The analytical cvalu,llion performed here. illustrated a
number of useful phenol1\l:na. lhat might nm have been ohscr\'ed from l::~perimentmion
alone. II also prtWilkd a basis lor comparison and wrificatian of ex~rimcmal results.
The analysisJpl'l"lliction procedure is orten iterath'l: and requires consislent anemian 10
results ohtained hOlh throu!!h anal}"sis and e:'(perih~[ltalion. In an allempt to illuslrale this
link. this rcseOlrch considered bulh fanns uf analysis. Ihe analytical. presented here. and
lhe c:'\pcrimclllal. presented as (0111)\\,5. in Chapter S.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
A major part of the research conducted durinli this course of study inmln:d
experimentation 10 determine what dl"ect. if any. the presem:e of a crack has on lhe modal
propenies of a t)'pical vibrating structure. The structure of concern here. is of course. the
cantilever plate that h;\$ hl:en described ;n the previous section
The e~periments conducted for this study are grouped into two categories as determined
hy the type of OUtput transducer used Cie.. the lype of response parameter measured). The
first of these groups used accelerometers as the output transducers and is discussed in
Section 5.1, The second used strain gauges as lr<lnsducers and is lIiscussed in Section 5.1.
While each set of results was analyzed independently to dctcmlim how e,lch could be put
10 dft:Clivc usc. a second underlying objective W:lS to l.:ompare lhe relative merits of eal.:h
type of lransducer for response measurement.
In realilY a structure that is sUbjel.:1 to a cyclic loading regime of sufficicm magnitude will
develop fatigue cracks al point~ of extreme stress. In this initial experimt:ntation scheme.
it was deemed too complkaled 10 devt:lop fatigue cracks in tht: teSI specimens. so in its
place. a number of specimens were manUfactured with sill1ulatcd cracks. To simulate these
naturally occurring fatigue cracks. a recmngutar notch was cut across lhe elllire width of
each plate with a milling machine. Five specimens were used for Ihe acccicrometer Icsting.
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one without any notch, and four with notches of varying depth cut at the 1/4 span location
of each, ie., 141 mm from the fixed end. The notch depths that were used varied from a
minimum of 118 the plate thickness (0.794 mm) 10 a maximum of 1.'2 the plate thickness
(3.175 mm). in increments equal to \18 the plate thickness. An dditional t....,o specimens
were used in the strain gauge testing. both with 1/2 depth cr~ck5, one cut at the 1/2 spaT'
point (282 mm from the fixed end), and the other at the 2/3 span poim (376 mm from the
fixed end).
It was decided that to adequately determine the global response of the plate. response
mC<lsun:ments using accelerometers would be conducted at 18 n(l'jes on the plate. These
response nodes are shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.1. Due to equipment limitations,
hO\\lever, it was not rossiblc to measure all 18 nodes simultaneously. As a compromise the
ICSt was conducted by measuring 3 resronse nodes at a time. This meant Ihat for a given
platt: it \VdS nect:ssary to move the accelerometers to 6 different locations. The mode of
measurement was to move the accelerometers along the length cf the plate, keeping them
in line. The first test. therefore, measured the response at nodes 1, 2, and 3, the second
at nodes 4, 5 and 6. and so on along lhe plate to test 6 which measured the response at
nodes 16. 17, and 18, To ensure that the mass of Ihe acceh.:rometeis (in the order of 10
grams each) would nol affect the modal parameters as they were moved along the plale.
small weights of similar mass to that of the accelerometers. were placed at aU measurement
roinLS except the three occupied by the accelerometers. This ensured that there was no
relarive I:hange in added masses for different locations from one test to the next.
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FIGt'RE 5.1 . LOCAT!O~ or RESPO~SIi ;-';OlJES O~ TEST PIJITES
It \\':IS found that it Was impossibh:. given lilt: resolution of the data acquisition system
WAC). to :ldequately measure response over a large frequency band. This was due 10 the
fact thai as with all similar systems, thc data acquisition input voltage \\,s IimiJcd to a
relativcly small value. To ensure that Ihis value was not exceeded, it was necess:lry to
adjust the input level so that the peak output from the accelerometer amplifiers was less
than that pennitted by the DAC. This in turn meant that the response level at the most
dominam r~sonant frequency was the governing factor in detennining the input h:vel and
gain factors. As a result the very low OUtpUt signal at off-peak frequencies often fell beiow
the h:vel :lOise in the system and was undistinguishable from it. As a result, the
transformed frequency domain functions were then very noisy at anti-resonance locations.
To ovcrcome this problem, the test was divided into seven frequency banus. This pennitted
the input level to be adjusted highcr tor low outpul regions thus giving a strung dt:an signal
well above the level of noise. Each band was analyzed iruJiviJually, and the global response
function over the entire frequt:ncy range WdS created by assembling pieces fmm each of
the individual tests. Table 5,1 lists these seven frequency hands, and the type of excitation
input used for each,
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T"'OLE5 I Tt;ST FREQUESCY RASGES
Band
Number
FI~.,Ucnt)'
Bill !HZ)
1·100
35·350
280 . ..\~o
380·520
..\1j{)·770
~30· 1I00
1170·I020
T}'pcof
E~cilalion
LogS....ttp
logS'I"ccp
LincarS'I"ccp
LinearS"'-ecp
LincarS'I"ccp
LincarS",t'cp
LincarS'I"ctp
The individual tests recorded fIve scconus of response and excitation datn at a sampling
frequency of 4000 Hz. A~ a result cach channel of input collected 20000 time history dala
points. Pcrfonning the tests over the seven frequem.:y bands. for each of :!4 channels per
plate (18 response & 6 input) tor the 5 plates. produced 16.8 million ojala points. for
subsequcnt analysis. Appendix B contains plOIS of several typical time histories recorded
uuring the course of this experiment.
All dam acquisition was perfomu:d using a Keithley 570 data al,;quisition system mated to
a 386 (25 MHz) persoral compulcr. running n control program dcveloped OIl Memorial
University. After acquisition the raw ascii data was converted to universal files; using an
author written prog.ram and transferred to a VAX 8530 computer for processing using the
test dala analysis mOl.iule of !he sofl\\llre packagc J-DEAS. Each of the time history data
st:ts were analyzed individually to generate frequency response functions (FRFsJ, valid
over tile frequency range of the excitation force used during the test. These small band
FRFs were then assembled to creme a single FRF for each node. valid over a frequency
Univcr~~1 files ~r~ sl'e~ial formal a~di filcs u~td t>y l-DEAS for inpmlln~ .tal~ gcncraled nutsidc
l!lcp' 01C1am
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range from 0 10 I{X)() Hz. The:se calculalions used lhe FaSI Fourier Transfonn algorithms
and as such (he resulling freque:JJ;y domain functions are leslricletl in \enns of data
resolution (,:,),w) and maximum frequency (w-.). 10 values de:tcnnined from !he expressions
(5.1)
l5.2)
whe:re:
W, the sampling frequency
N the number of data points
The FRFs for this experiment. were generated using 12000 point averaging ensembles,
recorded using a 4000 Hz sampling rate. As a result the frequency resolution of the FRF
dam from Equation 5.1 is 0.333 Hz. and the valid maximum frequency from Equation 5.2
is 2{x)() Hz (l\Vice lhe dc:sired range of consideration).
The emire SCI of FRFs (90 in all) generaled from the tesl data is included 31 the end of Ihis
documem in Appendix C.
5.1 Discussion of Accelerometer Results
The task of FRF generation from time history data. while: computationally intensive. is
considered only to be primary processing. The procedure does not yield results which arc
in any way indicative of the modal parJmeters of Ihe system. These are detennined via a
second phase of processing, one which uses as input the results of Ihe primary processing.
ie.• the frequency response functions. This secondary processing is the modal analysis
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phase, where the objective is to evaluate the modal parameters of the system from the
frequency domain data previously deriWd. The modal parameters include: natural
frequencies of the system (eigenvalues), their associated mode shapes (eigenvectors).
structural damping associated with these modes. and amplitudes of vibmtion in tcnns of
the output parameter measured (ie. acceleration, velocity or displacement). It is these
v,llucs which arc of primary imerest 10 this experimentation.
5.1.1 Freqll::::ncy Shifts Resulting from Cracks in The Plates
The successful development of a monitoring system which uses dynamic response as an
indicator of loss of structural integrity, will rely heavily on its ability to monitor the narural
frequencies orlhe structural system. This investigation attempted to reveal how the imposed
structural defects affected the naturnl modes of a vibrating cantilever plate. From the
analysis discussed in Chapter 4. and from the closed fonn solution of a cantilever beam.
the theoretical modes of the plate bein,; considered were well known prior to
commencement of testing. It was decided that considering the frequency range from 0 to
1000 Hz. would be sufficient to illustrale tile potemi".i changes in modal parameters. In this
frequency range there are 5 primary bl:nding modes (which are of primary interest here),
two torsional modes. and two transverse bending modes. Due to lhe orientation of the
response trnnsducers, only the primary bending and torsion modes could be measured from
experimcntalion. The transverse bending modes were nOt expected to show much change
due to the orientation of the cr<tck and were. therefore, not considcred in the analysis.
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TIlt: initial phase of Ihis im'estigation simply focusctl on dtlennining lhe nalural frequencil:s
of l:3ch of lhe five plates. This is of course one or Ihe output parameters associatlXl with
CUf\'e tilling (to be discussed lalcr in this seclion) bill can most accurately ~ detenni~d
from a glohal perspective Ihrough Ilk' gener:llion of Mode Indicator Fuoclions (MIFsl.
Then: are IWO primary types of MIFs. bOlh of which arc intentllXl 10 visually locale
freo'- :ncies associallXl with lhe nalural modes of the sySlem. They do 001. huwever. give
any indicalion as to lhe olher parameters of the system lie .• damping and ampl1mde). The
!irsl type of MIF is c.l!h:d lhe Nomlal Mode Indicato: Function. This function has a
maximum value of unity :md ;1 number of local valleys where structural modes CX;~1. The
function is the ralio of lhe sum of lhe products of the rcal part of a se,.J~s of (cequcncy
response funclions and their magniludes 10 the sum of lhe squares of the magnitudes of
Ihest: funclions. This is wriuen in equation fonn as
L(l91(H)I-IH11
L(IHI'J
(S.3)
The second Iype of MIF is called lhe Power Speclra Mode Indicator Function. ancJ is
simply a conjugate summation of selecled funclions derived by multiplying each function
by its complex conjugale and summing the result. This IYpt: of l1IF calculales peaks where
structural modes exist. rather than valleys. In equalion fonn this is written as foUoW!.:
L(H-fI"1 (S.4)
This aUlhor found that after comparing the t....,o. lhe second type of function. ie.• t;lc power
speclra, provided lhe clearest indicalion of where lhe modes werc located.
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Mode indicator functions were generated tor each of the five plales used in the
accelerometer testinJ, The input includel.! all 18 FRF's for e~ch plate to ensure IhM average
values \',erl' obtained. The resulting functions are shown in Figures 5.2 through 5.6. Table
5.21iSIS the results obtained from these funclions.
TAULE 5 ~. N,\Tt'RAI FREQl·ESCIE.~ FROSI MOllAl TEST (Hz.
.\lode Reference 1:8 Deplh If~ Deplh 3/8 Deplh l/~rr:rlh !PI~tc (rJC~ Lr~c~ Crack
ID 15.67 15.55 15.53 15A5 1~.60
2 n 97.00 97.16 96.33 97.00 97.%
JB 272.67 ~7' ,8~ 269.16 ~67.66 ~5g.18
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It appe,lrs from ('lCrusing thcs~ results that lor specific nloocs. there is a downward shift
in fre1luen..:y associated wilh an inercasing craek depth. To fully illuS1Tale this effect on
reson;mt I"r.:quen..:ies the following discussion will cOllsider each mode individually.
The shift in fn:(juency fnr mode 1 shows a dear du~ m\,lrU trend as the l.kpth of the ..:rack
inen:asc.~. Thc results. however. un not show as smooth a Uowll\\,lrd trend as e,xpected
from the rcsuhs or thc linite demcnt analysis. Additinn3l1y. the net downward shift !lH the
largest track is 6.H perL'en\. a \"alu~ larger than expected, since the finit~ clement model
results showell only a 3.8 pen:ent Limp. This ..::In prohahly he attributed to e.xperimental
crror. mesh !i:'licl1inns in modelling the ..:ra..:k for lhe !inite ckment analysis. and
limit;ltions in the expcril11emal lest equipmcllt. These are funher clal10rated upon in the
fnllowing paragraphs
The alorclllL'rtiolled cquipment limitations cono.:erned the aecelt:rnmeters that \I;ere used for
the testing. These wen: very ligl\1 so as not to affect the true modes of the pl,\1e to any
large e.xtent. This. howevcr. compromised the usable lower frcquefK.)' limit. sinee light
aeedernmct~rs arc nOI suilablt: for mcasurement of low frequencies. These panicular
accl:!erometers were !llund to produce;] reudllblc signal at around 10 Hz. a valu~ not far
fCmoved from the tirst natural frequency. The resulls for mode I arc. therefore, susPCCt
since they arc hlC,Hed just barely insidc this lower frequency limit.
The CTrtlf!; alluded til concerning the finite clement results dcal with Ihe manner in which
the crack section was mOOelled. The m~thod adopted for this investigation, as described
in Chapter 4, consisted of reducing the element thickness at Ihe crack location and
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considc:rin~ the crack 3S a sel of separate elemenls, This method would lend to produce ;1
somcwh;ll slill"c:r rcsponse. resulting in frequency values highc:r than those derivcd from
c\pCrimClll,nil)n. Nl1lwithsmnding the L1iscn:raocy. thc shift is ljuilc obvious. :llld in the
direction c\pectcll
The shif! in frcquen<:~' tilr mllde 2. was random and of no signitk:lllt m:lgnitude, fhe \',lluc,
sho\\' [loth upw,lrd amI l!ownw,lrll mO\'l:mem for \'arious crack. depths. This is not
considered an error. however. since no trend was e\'idcnt for this mode from Ihe tinite
element analysL~ either. Considering the locmion of the crack with respect to the mode
shape for lhis frequency. as shown in Figure 5.7. il is ohvious lhallhe crack will h:we little
dl't:ct since it lies ,limos, directly on a puint of inflection (tero bcmJing mOlllcnt) of the
ddormed platt:. The shifts thai did occur were of lillie conscquencc and c,m he ,Iltributed
10 cxperimenL:ll inconsistencies. Of more importance: in these observations. is the: lack of
a nOtahle trend in the freque:ncy shifts
~;=. Ddonn.dPl3teMod. 2U"d,f"~~,dPl",~
Fl(il:RE 5.7 . MODE SIlAI'E 1'011. SECOND MODE
The shift in mode 3 is very obvious from 272.67 Hz for the uncracked specimen to 258.18
Hz for the 1/2 d~plh crack specimen, a 5.31 percent shift. The results are similar to that
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expected from the ,malytical results. hUl are in tilCt more sever~. The predicted shift was
nnly 2.35 po.'fccnL This disuepancy, is most likely attributable to the modelling
dlafil(;teri~ti(;s (If the mesh used in the finite clement <tnalysis, as previously explailll:d for
mlXle I. The extent of the decrease is nut surprising considering the fact that thi.~
frequency's associated mode shape. c.'(hibiL'i a high degree of CUf\<lture in the region of the
cr'lI.:k. The obvious hIss of still"ness in this region has resulted in Ihe significant drop in';<:
frequency. llhserved ti)rthis mode.
The next mode is thc lim tnt;ional mnde of the plate. This modc \\lJuld not he expectcd
to tw all"ccted by the prcsem:c or a crack to the same degree that ci bending mlXlc would.
This is dUl' largdy til its ucpcntlence on the torsimml stiffness of the section rather than the
hemJing stitfness. Since the cxistem:e or a crack would not significantly change the
torsional stiffncss it I\,)uld likewise not significamly change a torsional naturai frequency
to any large cxtent. NOIWithswmJing this explanation, there v,<lS a noticeabk shift in
frequency of the fin;t ton;ioll mooe. The frequency shifted by 1.69 ~:rcem over lhe rangc
of crack l,kpths, This ..:mrelatcs quite well with the results of the :malytical model. which
pretlicteJ ,; 1.03 pcn.:cnt shift for this mode. It is notc\\Qnhy that the finite element results
tClltied to nverprcdiet the frequencies for the bending modes, but was conservative on its
pretliction of the lOt;ional mocks frequencies.
The founh bcntling mode like the third, showed a significam downlVlIrd shift as a result
of lhe crack. lIere, the frequency shifted from a high of 541.67 Hz to a low of 518, 12 Hz,
A shift of 4.35 percem. Once again the shift is expected due to the high degree of
curvature in the vicinity of the crack. Analytical results correlated quite welL predicting
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a dov..nward trend. bUI of lesser magnitude. The predicted shift \\'<15 unly 2.61 percent.
The !lfth henu;ng I1\cxk did not produce results which dosely retlecleJ th{lse derived from
the ,malytieal rmxkl. The overall shift \\'0:, downward but thc tren": "<IS not eonsistcnt duc
to a shift fo. thc l/..j. depth plalc, whkh was largcr than Ihal ohscl""ed for dthcr thc 3/8
depth plate or lhe II:! depth pliue. The trend is apparent. however. if the data for this
specimen is nOI included. The analytical model dd not predict a large shift. only in the
order of 0.5 percent. In comparison. the experimental frequency shifted hy 0.85 ~rcent.
This lack of significant shift. combined with high frequency sensitivity to experimental
error would more Ihan account for a single outlier in the rcsull<;.
The final mode. the second torsion mode. showed no trend and vcry lillie shift. dther up
or down. Onet" again the torsion modes would not be e.~pected to be significantly affected.
due to the type of defect imposed. This prediction \\~IS shared hy the analytical mood.
which likewise showed lillIe in the way of frequency shift.
Additional illustration of the preceding di~cussion is provided in Figure 5.8 throuE-h 5.14
which show graphically the results of Tabr~ 5.2. For compar1SG,I. as in the (cxt. the result~
of Ihe finite dement analysis are included in these figures.
f"Or a detailed graphical comparison of the shifts in frequency along with li visll:Ii
representation of thl: effects of changes in Ihe other modal parametd~, the reader is
referred to Appendix D. The figures there. were obtained by comparing FRF's for each
of the center-line nodes (ie. 2. 5, 8, 11, 15 and 17). Data is given for each of the 5 plales
over a limited frequenc! range centred on Ihe 5 bending mode frequencies.
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5.1.2 Damping Changes Resulting from Cracks in Plates
The \ask of 010031 parameter estimation. also known as modal cU~liuing.....·JS alluded 10
:ll the stan of the previous section. While it may flOt be tilt only method for estimating
freqUt=ocics it is nect:~sary for lht: calculation of damping 'o'3lucs as ....'ell as modal residues.
This task aHempts to construct iI mathematical modd of vibr.tlion propenies and physical
defomlations which represent the behaviour of a tested structure. For insight into the
mathematical theory behind seve.....1popular parameter estimation techniques. the reader is
referred to Chapt~r 3. The discussion which lollows illustrales the modal curvdlltins
procedure generally followed in the analysis of experimental results.
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Due to lhe similarity of results between node~ on a given plate. it was deemed unnecessary
to perform parameter estimation for more than a representative number of nodes. Three
noot:s wcrc choscn: 2. i I. and 17. along thc ccnter-linc of the plate. Center·line nodes
were chosen so as to eliminate tht: IOrsion modes from tht: FRF"s. sir.ce torsion modes
were not to be considered in this phase of the analysis.
The program I-DEAS by SORe. was used tn perfonn the lask of modal cur\'efitling. From
the perspective ()f this program. thl.: general process of modal curve lining and mode shape
general ion can l~st he described diagrammatically as shown in Figure 5. !5.
FIGURE 5.15 • MODAL CliRVEFIITl:o.'G PROCESS
From this diagram it is apparent thac this is an iterative procedure which can require a
number of adjustments before a suiuble fit is achieved. Ofren. even after adjustment a good
til cannOl be achieved and a compromise must be accepted. To accelerate the process this
"
author dt:veloped a procedure which used in crmjunction with l-DEAS proouced as closc
a fit as could be expected in a short veriod of lime. Considering onl: peak ,I( ,I limc. this
procedure simply produced a single degrec of freedom ,lna[ytical curve from the gcneral
e.~pression for a FRF. wrillen as
whict, ::::lll bc wrinen in the form a + ib as:
kH(wl ~ 1-(3: - i2\fJ
,
where
(,5.5)
(5.6)
User input was requested for frequency and damping and inserted in the abo\'!: equation.
The generated curve was automatically scaled (in effect adjusting Ilk) so that Ihe amplitude
at the peak matched that of the experimentally derived function. Overlaying the t\~11
functions produced a visual indication of the correctness of the assumed values. These
values could then be modified and another analytical curve generated until a reasonable fit
was achieved. !·DEAS was then in\lOked to evaluate the analytical curve using i1s Cirde
Fit algorilhmK• to derive any missing parameters (ie., modal residue). A.. a final
~ While lh~ Circlc Fit Tc,hniljuc \1/35 u~d predominanlly fur this purpo~, the Complex E.lpollCnti~1 Melhod
was atso ~~d on nc<;asion for verm<;~tion of results 3nd for evalu3tion of coupled modes
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I;omparison. an :malytic CUTVI: was gcncr.u!:tl by I·DE/\S ,Ill'" cnmpan.'t.I 10 the tCSI c:ur\~
til intlicatc the CUr-'C Iii quality.
In this manner. the "':lIllpif1'd \':Ilws_ along with the other ntLM.!a1 parameters. wcre ueri.ctJ
ft)r thl: liN Ii\l; hcntling modes nl" the thn.-.: sckl:tctJ nodcs nn L"ilch oj the ti\~ pl:lI::!>.
IhroughL!O.
T\UlF'l l)\\lVl"(;V\llTS1'~II()1l,SHn-lfU '101l1-S
S"Je Il.cr~'rellce I:l! D~~(h 1'..\1)",1"111 J.lIDeplh I ~ Deplh
J'1~(c Crack ("r,'lCk ("ra~'k Crack
:,lll 2.~OO n.7)1 11.".-10 :.:00
"
~.:Utl ~.:(.l 11.6!,(.l IJ.Wl :.700
J1 :JlXI :.JOO '1.71')(1 IJ.'JfIO !.Rno
tl"t,lr) 0>00 U.~~I U.jjO '1.630
"
U,55tJ 11••1 (I.jOjJ U.$50 O.bSO
J1 O.llSO n.~!o a.SUll u."", 0.110O
'1.630 l\.-t~ O.~% O.5~! UI9
"
u."'" UAOO U.lOO 0.5~2 I.IlJU
J1 U.6SO ll5::O 0.600 0."" 1.000
u.7(J.1 u."-,, UA!! 11.300 U.JOO
"
O.JOO 0.340 tl.JjQ U.36O 0.310
J1 OAlIO U.390 0.3\11) 0..\80 0.350
0.J91 1l.~5 tl.:'i50 0.371 0.380
"
O.J5O OAOO 0...70 0.300 O.J:1)
J1 0.550 n.500 l),500 (UOO 0.5JO
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The trends tor damping are not quite as 01'1\'1005 as those discO\'erc..'tI for frequency. There
is some t=Vidence. hO\\'l'\l:r. Ihal seems 10 indicate a C;lU531 relationship. or the Ii\'!: ~nding
modes considemll'ol.'O 3ppear 10 shoo' an upward trend. Consider. for instance, the change
in damping for mode 2. There is a drop in damping for the initial crock but a cOnSiSIeOl
incn:aSl: for each of the olhers. The o\'crallirend appears 10 show an increase in damping
associated wilh an increase in crack depth. It is interesting to nOiC. though. thai this mOl!c
was liule al1ecte<l in terms of frequency shift. Mode 3. as well. shows a distioct upward
trend correlated with increased crack depth. Here, though. a mDjor frequency shift
accompanies the incre.tsed damping.
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Evidence or a trend is nOI apparent in the drmping plOlS ror the other Ihree modes. In
actuality there is prob:tbly no physit:al phenomena here to cause it. One investigation
presented in Sanlilurk and lmregun (1991). showed that for fatigue cracks a mathematical
l'Clatiunship could be derived to predict damping increases due to fatigue cracks. The
principle action of concern here. is lhe friction between the surfaces in !he crack. In this
experiment. ho....'Cver. the cracks are simulaled by rect,mgular notches and as such have a
relatively wide separation between the sides or the crack. As a TCsult. friction is definitely
nut a factor
t\ definitive statement concerning damping cannot be made witb Ihe evidence presented
here. Further research is necessary in this area. encompassing many more modes and
considering a greater variety of cracks. In :tddition nalural I'iltigue cracks should be used
as the failure nwde to insure realistic ctfects on dat.lping.
5.1.3 Amplitude Changes Resulting from Cracks in Plates
The consideration of amplitude as it applies to \'ibrating structures is at times a confusing
issue as a resull uf the various definitions Ihat can be placed on this tenn. The classical
detmition of amplitude for a hannonically excited single degree or rreedom system is
generally calculated by the following non-dimensional expression:
(5.7)
(O(
and its phase by:
(5.8)
whe",
X dynamic displacemem (m)
k spring stiffness (N/m)
dynamic force(N)
This is the ('",pression for a SOOF frequency response function. that yields the output
displacemenf per unit of force inpu!. It is apparent from the numeralOr of the right side
of Equation 5,7. that the damping ratio t, strongly inl1uences the OUtput value in the
vicinity of w=w•.
In a test ::.ilUation it is very difficult to measun: displacements directly. As a result. the
output response t)'pically me::lsured is acceleralion due 10 the reliability and versatility of
the ubiquitous accclcromeu:r, If desired there an: methods that can be used to transform
the output into displaccmem, one of which is to electrically alter the measured signal by
filu:ring it through one or two capacitors and applying a calibrated resistance, This method
in eff~t performs numerical imegration on the analogue response signal before recording
it through data acquisition. A second method is to record strictly acceleration data. generate
acceleration frequency response runctions. and subsequemly perform a double numerical
integration to obtain a displacement frequency response function. While these methods
work they arc nOI typically used due to increased computational effon resulting from
diminishing numerical values, and lack of beneficial output. In general the re~pon.sc
parameter used is inconsequential since one is analogous to another and changes mat occur
in one will similarly occur in the others. In addition the procedures inmlved introduce
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additional sources of error into the results. In the first of lhe melhocts mentioned above.
this error is caused by the introduction of additional circuitry and the inherent noise
associated with it. and in the second method, by computational errors as a result of the
rounding off of very small numters~
The results of this experime'ollatlon express amplitude in terms of al..'Ccleration. The
,lcceleromeler output was ~alibraled and recorded using the standard unit, meters per
sl'Cond squared (m/s~). All subsequent analysis used this unit for amplitude calculatiOns.
In Chapter 3, the theory of modal analysis v,'aS discus$Cd and a term known as the modal
COIISlam or residue was m~ntioncd. This lerm is somelimes refcrred 10 as the amplitude and
for lhis reason. lhe issue becomes somewhat confused. Thc analysis wftW-1fC J-DEAS. used
in lhis analysis. is onc such example. To avoid confusion in the following discussion, lhe
ternl amplitUde will only be used when reterring 10 FRF amplitude (ie.. physical amplitude)
and lhc term residue will be used in reference 10 the modal factor described in Chapter 3.
The v<llue of residue for a specific made at a given location on lhe structure. along with
damping and frequency. is one of the output modal parameters derived from the parameter
estimation procedure. To begin discussion of the topic of amplitude, the residue values of
the three nodes considered in lhe parameler estimation procedure will be compared. The
calculated residues for the three nodes analyzed (2, II and 17) are given in Table 5.4. As
before. the discussion values have been plotted for funher illustration, These plots are
given in Figures 5.21 through 5.25.
~ /11051 digil:ll compUler~ afe capable of performing calcul~lions on double precision leYel, ie., 10 14 decimal
pla<;;es. Aml'liNde of displaccmenl in vibr~ling stmClUres can be ycry small, oftcn in thc order of 10" Of
smaller (for this experimem al least). AI this magnilUde round otT errors can bc<;;omc significanl even al
oJoul:lleprccision.
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TADLE j ~. RESIDUE VALUES FOR SELECTED NODES
Mode Noo.Ie Reference I/S Depth 1M Dcpltl 31SDl:pttl 1/2 Depth
Pln\c Crack Crack: Crock emek:
, 0.050 0.197 0.211 O.I~6 O.OSO
I
"
1.171 1.302 1.351 I.OS7 1,097
17 2.379 256l 2-369 2.227 2.193
, 12.5H 12.S~4 12.362 12.313 12.902
,
"
~0.677 IS.2H 18.849 2QA91 19.700
17 ~s.ooo ~6.21~ .:':;.269 ~6.247 53AI3
, 76.077 6S.7I1 67.737 68.629 \00,030
J
"
97.')15 87.461 86.899 S~.121 105.710
17 132.760 129.110 118.3·10 12~.070 \~l890
, 57.708 ~3.&46 ]S.4j3 3~.094 22.976
4
"
12.09 12.70 10.19 11.05 7.88
17 60.503 55.211 4.\.406 46.566 32.S3S
, 27-1.330 296.1-10 307.300 I 283.860 285.600,
"
184.160 176.070 190.980 18-1.790 200.910
17 269.410 )j9.400 344.660 342.500 )59.410
~"~IlNode I?
,
~ 1.5
0.5
..------------
1/6 1/4 3/8 1/2
Crack Depth (Il.~ Friction of Thldcne.ss)
FIGURES.21 - RESIDUE VARIATION W1Tll ISCREASINGCRACK DEml FOR BENDING MODE I
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The preceding results would seem to suggest that there is little evidence of an observable
trend associated with moJal residue as crack r:epth increases. The patlerns of these figures
show that changes that Jid occur were marginal and behaved in a idndom fashion. This is
not entirely unexpected consh.lering the dependence of this parameter on the other two.
From theory the gencral el\prcssion for a frequency response functiun at node k duc to
excitation at node i isgivt:'n as
This exprcssion shows that modal residue. denotcd by A. is inversely related to both
damping and frequclll)'. If it is thcn assumt:'d that for incrcasinr, crack depth. there will be
a general dL"Creasc in frcquenl·y. combined with :l smaller increase in damping. then it is
logical 10 assume that modal residue will hi: affected very lillie if the FRF peak values are
not significantly changed
This logically leads 10 a l.(ucstion conc::ming change in FRF amplitudes. which. although
rdated to change in n,:sidue. varies indept:'ndemly and mayor may not follow Ihe residue
trend lie.. no trend :ll all). In observing the various FRF peaks shown in Appendix D it
was llOted that in many cases there appeared to be a decrease in the magnitUde of the peak
values as the crack depth increased. The shift. however. was small and not a global
observation. In lact. some peaks showed almost no shift. while OIhcrs did. bUI did not
follow a trend.
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Furth~r ohserv~tions reveal a more significant m:nd in the magnitude of th~ FRF af
frequ~ncies Wh0S~ abscissa values are slightly ollset from the peak value. The pallcrn of
decreasing magnitude at these locations. is much more ohvious am! con:;istcnt Ihan at Ihe
peaks. To funher illustrmc this phenomena consider a comparison of function magnitudes
for nude 17 at poinl5 offsct abt.we anti helow Ihe FRF peak frequ~flCies fnr each of Ihe 5
bending modes.
The offsct frequency \'alUl:s used for this comparison along with their associated FRF
amplitudes (at node l7) tor each of the tested plates ;s listed in Tabl~ 5.5. Additional
illustration is provided by the graphical representation of Ihis data in Figure" L!.6
through 5.35.
T "lIlE 5 5 CO\IMIUSO~ OF OFF PE\); FRF A\lPL\TU)ES
Bending Hi I Low FRF M~£nilude ~t Hi and Low Olrsel
Mode Frequenc~
OlIsel Referencc 118 Deplh 114 Deplh 318 Deplh II! Deplh
V;llucs Plalc Crack Cr;lc" Crack C~k
"= "
0.05·!]) 0.05859 0.06001 0.06-139 0.07581
HI 0.2955 0.!9!-I 0.2574 0.2353 0.1871
Low 90 0.8-178 0.9963 1.082 0.9078 UII
HI 103 lA78 1.636 1.509 1.605 1.-1-12
low 250 1.024 1.271 1.0107 2.01-16
Hi 277 4.357 3.712 2.362 2.m 1.!18
low 513 0.5098 0.4786 0.4956 0.5773 0.9993
Hi 550 1.038 0.6392 0.2508 0.2195 0.02858
low
'"
2.802 4.901 9.657 4.149 1.885
HI 893 6.114 6:1l8 3.991 6.!)9 4.328
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T~ l~nd in Ihis dala is quite obvious. e't'en for mode I where the frequency shifl W3S
difficulllo ~. and for mode 5 which had non.eonfonning data for the 114 cr3ck specimen.
Amplitude \':llue.~ incn:ase consistently and by significant amounts at the low frequency
offset. Simil3rly with invtned trend the values decrease at the high frequency offset. One
possible reason why this trend is more obvious here than at peak location may be that the
t:ffect of damping on ampliludl::s is moderated grently at values awny from the peaks. Al
the peaks. even the slightest challge in damping. which mayor may not be attributable to
defects (ieo. possibly auribulable to system inconsistencies) can cause unexpected changes
in amplitudes. This phenomena can be iIlustr.l!ed by considering a plol of soor response
given as Equations (5.7) and (5.8\. shown in Figun:s 5.36 and 5.37.
O~mpillg F3ClQf
0.' I>
fn:qumcy ltatia
~.5
FIGURE 5.36 CllA:-;'GES 1:-;' SDOF RESPONSE ....'IPUTUOE RESULTtSO FROM O....\4PING VARIATION
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Figure 5,]6 shows that th~ effcct of damping on peak amplitude is much more pronounced
at peak locatj(lns thaT' 111 olf-peak locations. So while the variation in peak amplitude is
notewonhy. it would seem lhat a much more reliable indicator is th~ amplitude changes
llssociatcd with oll'-peak frcqucncil.:s.
To illustrate this theory funhcr consider the expression used to derive Figure 5.36.
Equation (5.7), If a range of frequency ratios are considered. grouped around lhe unity
v:lluc and <I ramlom damping factor (in the range from 0.13 to O. L8) is applied to the
various ranges. the result is a pIal similar to that shown in Figure 5.]8. As can be clearly
seen. Ihe peak ....dlucs vary mndomly due to the random damping changes. but on either
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side of the:: peak. the amplitude returns to the trend seen in thc c.~perimenl<ll results. viz ..
de.lr amplitude idnking. directly corrcsponding to frcquenr....y mnking. Illustration of this
trend is pmvided by p10lling the amplitudes from hOlh sides of the peak for each of thc
cur ~s shuvm in rigure 5.38. The results. given in Figures 5.39 and 5.40. show th:lt the
trcnd at positive and ncgati\'c offsets is far more consistent than at the peaks.
It must he noted thM the amp1itud~ trends observed. would not have occul'T'ed without an
associated frequency shifl. It seems then. that the :lpp1ication of these ohservations would
best be suited to complimenting observed frequency changes. The amplitude trends.
however. appear to be more sensitive 10 increasing crack depth than does the trend in
frequency. and therefore. appear to be a beller indicator than the frequency shifts a1om:.
Used in conjunction with each other, they arc quitt: conclusive in indIcating the Joss of
structural integrity associated with the imposed craeks of the tested specimens.
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The results discussed thus far have shown that mOl.lal analysis using ,\\:cc1cromet~rs doc:s
provide a number of techniques which can be used to indicate th~ c;<istcnce of surface
defectS such as cracks. As discussed earlier a ~cond phase of experiment:l!ion \I'"JS
pcrtonned to detcrminc if slrain gauges were suitable response transducers lor perfomling
modal analysis? ..1 if so what observalions can be made from the results. This wpic will
form the focus of discussion in {he next section.
5.2 Discussion of Strain Gauge Results
It the past the Vltst majority of vibrational experiment,uion has used the accelerometer \0
determine struclural response. As pointed out in Chapter 2. a number of modern
researchers have begun to look at th~ strain gauge as an altern:uivc response lransducer in
the field of modal analysis.
There are some advantages and disadvantages in using the slrain gauge over the
accclerometcr. The primary disadV<lOtages are lisled as follows:
Installation is marc difficult lhan lhe accelerometer and cannot be
perfonned in a shan period of time (ie.. mounting fluids need time to
dry). Once mounted. the slrain gauge carmot bc moved. or casily
removed.
Morc ~Ieclronic apparatus is required 10 obtain a readable voltage signal lhat
can be correlaled with surface strain. This adds noise to lhe measured signal
and complexity 10 Ihe experimental SCI-Up.
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The uutpUt signal diminishes rapidly with increasing frequency requiring
sptdal care to distinguish the signal from tht system noise during high
frequency measuremen15 (a task not alwa}~achiev:lble).
The results of modal testing using main gauges cannot be used to plot
displacement mode shapes. often a uscfiJl tool in verifying proper
experimental procedure.
Sim:t: strain is a local phenomen'l rather than a global one. strain gauges must
be located close to the suspected location of a Llel'ect in urder 10 be effective
There arc. however. SOffit: adv,mlages 10 using strain g;u...gtlS as response transducers. The
most significant of Ihese are listed as follows:
The strain gauge is light enough to be considered of negligible mass. This
allows the measurement of tflfe structural propenies. rather than the modified
propenics which result after the ,KiLled mass of the accelerometers has been
considered.
There is lillk possibility of a smill gauge coming loose after it has been
mounted. This effectively removes a common source of error associated with
accelerometers (ie .. mounting variations and associated limitations).
In this experimentation four different plates were used in the strain gauge phase of testing.
One of the plates was the reference plate (uncracked) that \Vas used for the first phase of
testing. The other three plates had simulated cracks. all of equal depth (1/2 Ihe plate
thickness), but in three different locations as illustrated ill Figure 5.41. The first location
W3S at lf4 the plate span, the second at 1/2 span and the third at 2/3 span. On each of the
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cracked plates a slrain gauge was mounted directly under the crack and for comparison on
the reference plate three strain gauges were mounted at similar locations so thar direct
comparisons could be mad~ between the cracked and uncrncked plates.
QuanerSpan Crnck
Half Span C"~f.k
Two-Third Span Crack
FIGl:II.E 5.41 LcXATIO,'iS OF STRAI,'i GAUGES ASO CRACKS FOR SECO,'iO PHASE OF EXPERIl>!EST
The primary objective of this phase of testing was to determine the effect that a crack has
on the strain properties of the cantilever plates. Ideally a series of crack depths would have
been investigated to detcnninc the trend but due to time and equipment restrictions it was
decided that only the worst degree of cracking would be investigated. Considering the
action taking place as a crack appears in a flexed plate the trend of strain changes could
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be logically predicted. Thc questions here concerned the magnitude of the change and to
wha! dyn;lmic limits the results could be accurately measured. In other words how well do
strain gauges perfonn in a high frequency test environment and assuming adequate
response. to whm degree is dynamic strain increased by the preSl:ncc of a crack.
The parameters of a modal test using strain gauges are similar to those obtained with
accelerometers e::m::pt that htn: Ihe FRF amplilUdts are in strain unilS. The other
paramr:ters. damping and frequency. should be directly comparable to the accelerometer
resullS. As a result other Ihan listing thtir values as dcrivtd from the strain measurements.
these latter two will not be discussed here
5.2.1 Parameter Changes as Derived from Strain Gauge Results
AFter completing the installation of strain gauges and all associated hard....'llre. the
melhodology of acquiring uata from a dynamic tesl using strain gauges is very similar 10
that used in accelerometer testing, Likewise. generation of frequency resJXln5e functions
and pcrfonning modal parameter estimation is accomplished in a similar manner. The
interpretation of the results. hov.evcr. is it different matter altogether as will be illustrated
in the following discussion.
The results obtained through the typiclli modal parameter estimation procedures on strain
gauge d,lIa are given below in Tables 5.6 through 5.8. and arc separated according to the
location or the crack and its associated gauges. For funher illustration of the results. the
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full b~nd FRFs (0 to 1000 Hz). derived from strain time histories. are shown in
Figures 5.4~ through 5.44.
The results clearly show that there is a dmmatic incre~sc in the measured str;lin level of
the crad:ed plate as comp' :cd to the uncracked plate. The most significant increase in
strain level (as given hy the amplitudes of the FRF peaks) \Iias achieved in tht: 1I2 span
crack where for the tirst mode. the strain level increased by a taclOr of almost 13.
Additionally. se\'eral of lhe other peaks sbowed considerable increases. with factors rangir,g
from 3 10 7. These results seem 10 indicate rJthcr convincingly that the measurement of
strain is a \'el)' good indicator of crack existence and that strain gauges are indeed
appropriate and useful in i\ dynamic test environment.
T IIllE 5 (; STR.\I~ PIRA\IETEIlS FOR PtJITE WITII t,~ Srn~ CR\CK
Uneracked Plale Cracked Plale
Mode Fll!qucllCy Damping Rl:Siduc FRFPI::.1k Ffl..'quency Damping Residue FRF Pl::ak
(Hzl
'0> Amplilude (Hz. (~) Amplitude
15.35 ~.otO 69.47 29.96 lot.33 2.50 231.96 104,24
98.92 0.80 65.33 \3.22 9!U5 0.80 173.91 35.59
273.JI 0.55 192.12 20.39 257.76 100 619.77 38.37
5..\1.93 0.26 41.37 ..\.68 518,25 0.30 59.51 6.26
8li9J5 0.47 35.97 1.37 880,68 0.50 151.18 5.48
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TAULES 7 STRAIS P,IRA\lEfF.RSf-oR Pl,\TEWlTIllf2SPA' 'RACK
Uncrackcd Plale Cracked Plale
Mode FTl:l!ucncy D~mping R~'Siduc FRFlhk FTl:quency Damping Residue FRFPeak
lHl) ('1) Amplitude (Hz) {',1;1 Amplitude
15.-18 15.85 15.31 0.90 177.-10 203.-13
99.08 38.39 90.22 0.80 772.83 170.59
273.31 111 271.10 0,75 70.22 5.-16
542.76 505.53 O.~O -1.5-1 \2.85
888.32 0.38 882.23 0.-18 6-1.{)9 2.-10
TIIILE 5 8 SfRAI~ PAR.\\IETERS FOil PUfE WITII 213 SPA" CR~CK
\.incrackcdPlale Cr:lCked Plait
,'>lode Fl'I.''luenq· D.lmpin~ Relidue FRF Peak FreQuency Dampin~ Residue FRFPeJl;
(tIll l%) Amplitude (Hz) ('ll Amplitude
15.50 2.-10 19.52 8.35 15 ...9 2,00 9-1.67 -18.5-1
911.80 0.85 191.60 36.52 91,86 0.80 607.23 lJ2.61
~13.33 a.li5 258.82 23.11 ~5-1.S4 0.90 52.39
5-12.13 0.35 18.1-1 1,52 539,77 0.41] ~O.-I5 1.51
K8'J.62 0.-13 161,98 h,6~ 85l.52 0.-18 .1.16.96 ~1.22
While lhese resul1s are remarkable. il must N; remembered Ihal a mlljor faclor in the
magnitude of strain level increase is Ihe position Of the sirain gauge with respect 10 the
crack. Having the gauge placed directly uodcr the crack is Ihe idcallocOltion and will yield
the most notable results. The amount of change would decrease rapidly if Ihc gauge "~re
moved away from the crack.
11 wa.~ l1O1 rmssilllc hI calculale lhc.~ I'aramclcn duc In 31m.• of linlc-hislory data from a !lOragc
t3J1~.
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This imposes a restriction on the usefulness of strain measurement as <I tool in structural
integrity monitoring. An etlt:ctive system ....,ould require that many gauges be used. placed
adjacertl to all areas that cracks wuuld be likely to initiate. These areas would include: all
high Slrcs.~ \wltts. bends in strul;lUr:l1 members, member intersections and rigid connections
;uTlong others. This is not meant 10 imply that such a system would be impraclic31 to
mnstruct: only that as compared to the measurement of global parameters
fie. displat:cment. accdermion etc,) the inilial system installation would be more
complicated and the system itself \muld be more complex. Considering the sensitivity of
strain measurements. however. the added complexity might be worth while.
5.3 Errors ill Experimental Data
Any program {)r n:se:m:h which uses experimentally deri\'ed data must concede that no
matter how much attention is paid til the setup of the experiment, {here will always be
sources of error which are not found in corresponding analytical models. The
experimentation pcrfomled here. was an carly a!tl~mpt at modal analysis research in ttlis
fal,;ulty and as such is a little more prone to errors. since it is only through experience that
many of the tiner points {)f dynamic tcsting become apparent. While Ihe data presented in
this chapler does illustrate a number of useful phenomena, some of lht: unexplained or
unexpt'Cted results could certainly be aurib:ltable to t:xperimental error. In the COntCXt of
this and other similar test environments. the following points highlight some of the problem
areils ofcxperimel1liltioTl.
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The assumption of fixity at tilt: clamped end can never truly be madl:,
I:specially without making a very conccned elTon to achie\'1: this result.
Through the course of this experiment numerous mO<lific:ltions were made to
improve c1amr fixation but in the end it still renl:lined as the mo,t likely
source of error in the experimental data.
Impror,erly lIImched Ir.msducers can lead 10 errors in measured data.
Accelerometer mounting can be achieved through the use of wax (used here),
magnets. or studs. Each has its own characteristics and downfalls. Wa.~ in
particular is not considered ideal. but given the large number of measurement
points. it was the only acceptable alternative for this experiment.
Attachment of the e.~citalion device can change loading conditions if it is 1I0t
carefully monitored. Here. the exciter was suspended above the specimen by
using elastic cords. Relaxation of these elastic cords could result in application
of a pre-load at the point of atlachment. Care was taken. however. to ensure
that at the beginning of each test the clastics were adjusted so lhat conlact was
made without imposing load
Electrical noise and interference can at times over-ride the true signal. This
can be a problem for low level signals as was evident in the strain
measurement. [f care is taken, however. to calibrnte devices and to use error
reducing filters and proct:dun:s. this Iype of error can be minimized.
The digitizing of analogue signals can result in aliasing and leakage errors if
care is nOt taken to a\'Oid lhem. These type of errors have become well
defined and are fairly e..sy to resolve. Generally. Ihe use of ami-aliasing
filters. lhe windowing of data before trnnsformation into frequency tlvmain,
and averaging of reSUlts. are the remedies used here.
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All the specimens used here. were manufacturcd from C! singh~ mill order.
There were. however. incvilable variations from one plate to the next which
(;(luld not be controlled. As insignificant as these might he. they could have
afkcted tht: dynamic behaviour. and caused otherwise unexplained
discrepancies. Additionally. the mounting and dismounting of specimens.
while carefully performed. could never be exact. thus reSUlting in changes in
dynamic properties simply as a result of geometric changes. The ideal solUlion
to this type of error would bl,: to mount a single specimt:n. fatigue it to
dcvdop "real" cracks. and perform all tes>s on it over a period of time
without n:moving it from its mount.
Errors are an inherent pan of experimentation bm if a systematic approach is taken in
performing e.~perimems and a great deal of care and attention is given to the construction
of the experimemal model. these errors ~an be minimized to a level or rcl:uive
imignific'Hlce. Drawing on the t:xperience of others who have performed similar \\urk is
also very helpful since many of these problem areas only present themselves after many
long hours have already been spent in set-up :lOd calibration
5.4 Summary
This concludes discussion of the e.l(pcrinwnt:uion conducted during this course of study.
While noteworthy. the results are only to be considered a small pan of :he research
necessary to fully understand the interaction between the modal propenies of a structural
system. ,1llU system integrity. or lack thereof. Chapter 6. which follows. concludes ihis
thesis by summarizing its contents and making recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions Based on Results
Based on the results of the research presented in this !h~sis. the following conclusions have
been rna~.
The use of modal analysis in the development of an slructuf:J1 integrity
monitoring syStem. wilh the objective of early unaided detection of structural
faUlts. is slill in its initial development smge. Rescllrch conducted 10 date.
though. has showed that methods developed using modal analysis UfC showing
merit. With continued de\'elopment and rdint:ment. it is expected that the
many bnmdlcs of Ihis work will begin to assemble into a unified methodology
that will greatly modify non-destructive evaluation as it now exists.
The uSt: of analytical modelling through finite clement analysis is an
invaluable tool which is ..n integral part of mod,l1 analysis, specifically in the
realm of crack detection. Analytical results of a relined finite element model
predict with a high degree of accuracy the effects of structural limits on the
narural frequencies and mode shapes of a real structure. It was found that the
e.~isteoce and se\'erity of the crack, could be determined by observing
frequency reduction. and its location on the structure, lhrough inspection of
mode shape variation.
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Results from analytical and experimental analysis showed that for a cantilever
plate. the exi5tenee of a crack caused :I reduction in the natuml frequency for
il Ilumber of modes. especially for those modes whose mexle shapes exhibited
a hirh ~;;;ree of curvature in the vicinity of the crack. The extent of the drop
was found to correlate ....'ell with the erack depth. showing that it could be
used as an effective indicator of crack extent.
A notable methoo for detennining the crack loclttion \\d.~ derived from lhe
analytical results. Observing changes in the displacement and slope mode
shapes illustrated that a signiticant discontinuity occurs in the plot of mode
shape difference. at the crack location. for all analyzed modes. The method
clearly shows the crack location lor the eantilc\'Cr ;Jlate. but its effectiveness
lor real structures is somewhat questionable.
Oh~rvation of modal parameters derived through cxperip ~mation showed
that while crack induced frequency changes could he easily observed. noted
changes in dilmping. and residue were not conclusive. amI shOO'ed little in the
way of trend.
Subsequent investigation of lhe experimental FRFs showed lhat lhe
compllring of off-peak amplitUdes resulted in a clear trend. indicative of crack
exish:ncc. The results appeared quite sensitive and provided more consistent
results thnn did the observation of frequency shifl alone.
Investigation into the usefulness of strain gauges as a dynamic response
transduccr showed that while the signals were more prone to noise. they were
still quite usable. It was found that the peak magnitudes of the resulting FRF's
were \'ery scnsitive to cracking. These were observed to shift by more that a
full order of magnitude inwmecases.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Investigalions
The investigation conducted here have illuslraled a number of useful phenomena; it is.
hO\\'l:ver. only a small part of what is needed to signiticantly contribute to the development
of theor)' leading co a modal analysis based. non-destructive evaluation technique. The next
generation of rcsc:lrch might consider the following recommendations whr;:n deciding on
the course of invesligation into crack detection:
The is a need for more research focusing on real structures or models of real
structures. While simple structures yield useful infonnation. only a complex
structure will truly repre,ent the actions of those for which this technique is
imended.
Any wOfk on simple slruetures should implement i\ technique of creating re<ll
fatigue cracks. rather than artificial ones. Limitations in CUlling devices would
never allow the milling or cutting of notches to truly represent the :lction of
a fatigue crack,
Modelling of represemative suppOrt conditions is of utmost imponance. <lnd
probably the most likely part of any model to introduce error. An
investigation into support limitations themselves might produce interesting and
usdulresults.
An intensive investigation into methods of analytical modelling is necessary
to delennine the rllost applicable modelling procedures for this type of
analysis. It is clear, that there is much room for refinement of analytical
results, by as yet there appears co be little consensus on how to best achieve
this outcome.
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There are many othcr aspects of crack detection using modal analysis which could greatly
benefit from additional investigation. Since this area of research has attracted much
attcntion over the past few years. it is likdy Ihat these and other IOpics will not have to
\\~Iit long before being investigated. Much progress is being made in this area of research
,md it appears likely lhat lJefore long a workahle method of delect detection will result
from en-orts now being madc.
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Appendix A
First Nine Mode Shapes for Cantilever Plate
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Appendix B
Sample Time Histories from Experiment
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Appendix C
FRF's for All 18 Nodes on 5 Plates
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Appendix i.>
Zoomed View of FRF Peaks for Centerline Nodes on All Plates
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Appendix E
Photos of Experimental Set-up
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